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April 19th, 1926.

Edward Beck, Esn.,
Secretary, Canadian Pulp & Paper Association, 
511 St. Catherine St. West,
Montreal.

Bear !.'r. Beck:-
I beg to acknowledge receipt 

of your letter of April 17th with reference to 
the matter of the new Building for the Pulp and 
Paper Division of the Forest Products Laboratories, 
etc.

I shall at all times Be ready 
to discuss the matter ftirther with your President’s 
Committee.
possible the dates April 28th to »'ay 2nd, inclusive.

I would, though, ask him to avoid if

Yours faithfully,

Principal.
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CABLE ADDRESS PA PER PU LP"Montreal> ASSOCIATION-;

mk
Apr. 17, 1926

g

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.O., II.C.3

Principal and Vice-Chancellor, 

McGill University 

Montreal

♦ t

Dear Sir Arthur Currie,

,, „ -ou will be interested in learning that
tne executive council of the Canadian Pulp & Paper Asso
ciation at a meeting held in Montreal on A-oril 15th 
gave consideration to a proposal coming from the Research 
Section looking to the provision of a new building for 
t..e occupancy of the Pulp & Paper Division of the Forest 
Products laboratories, the Department of Industrial and 
udllulose Chemistry of McGill University, and of the 
UonUtl7e offices for the Canadian Pulp & Paper Associa-

A resolution was passed calling for the 
appointment of a special committee by the President of 
tne Association and under his chairmanship to examine 
into the proposal in all of its bearings, to consult 
with the executives of the Companies comprising the 
memnership of the Association, and, if deemed advisable, 
to develop a scheme for financing the project and to 
report, back to the Executive Council the results of 
their investigation.

Mr. I.R.Wilson, our President, is wholly 
in^sympathy with the proposal and will lose no time in 
getting his committee to work and we hope and expect 
that tangible results will follow within a reasonable 
time.

Yours very truly,
CANADIAN PULP & PAPER ASSOCIATION

EB/BC Secretary
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May 4th, 1925.

Dr. K. F. Ruttan,
Director, Department of Chemistry, 
McGill University.

♦

Dear Dr. Ruttan:-

V'ith reference to your note

of to-day, you may tell Mr. Hovey that the Forest

Products Laboratories can have the additional■

accommodation practically at once.

Yours faithfully,

Principal.

\
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Report of the Superintendent of the 

Forest Products Laboratories of Canada

W, Kynoch.

This report covers the fiscal year 1922-1923 ended March

3lst, 1923.

As in the case of the preceding year the period 

review was again marked by a considerably augmented demand for 

services of the Laboratories on the part of the industries 

public. Requests for technical information and

now under

the.

and the

service exceeded in 
number those dealt -with in any previous year and outnumbered those 

of the last fiscal year by about one hundred, 

and Paper, which had been handicapped by inadequate 

strengthened by the appointment of a well qualified Pulp and Paper 

Specialist and by the addition of three technical

The Division of Pulp

staff, was

men. The in
vestigative and demonstration work carried out in the semi-conmercialg§§

paper mill was more extensive than in any year since its instal

lation, while the research and allied work of the Laboratories 

erally was greater in variety and amount than in any year since 

their inception.

gen-

••
A brief review of the activities of the various 

Divisions is given below.
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DIVISION OF PULP AND PAPER

The major investigations carried out by this division during 

the year were as follows:

Sulnhite Pulo from Jack Pine. Object: To develop a process of sulphite 

cooking which will yield a pulp of high quality free from resin.

Jack pine does not yield readily to the ordinary sulphite

cooking process and endeavours to secure a satisfactory product by this 

process have as yet given far from satisfactory results,largely on

In view of the largeaccount of the high resin content of the wood.
quantities of jack pine available the solution of the problem would be

a valuable contribution to the pulp and paper industry.

The attempt was first made to eliminate resin by the use

of cymene as an extracting medium. The results were unsatisfactory
and the problem was next approached by careful manipulation of the

cooking conditions. A material improvement was effected in the quality

Further laboratory work,however,remains to be done.of the pulp.
Freeness as a Control Test in Groundwood Production. Object:

To determine the feasibility of applying the freeness test as a con

trol in groundwood production.
The adaptability of this test to control work was in

vestigated very thoroughly with promising results. The temperature

of grinding was isolated as probably the most important factor in the

1il;w
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production of a uniform grade of pulp. The investigation included 

work under commercial conditions at a paper mill and arrangements 

have been made to do similar work at three other mills with a view 

to substantiating results obtained. If the results are confirmed a 

contribution of material value to the industry will have been made. 

Determination of the Burning_Tem&erature of Exposed Chins in

——Sjofoclng. object: j-o determine the maximum temperature to 

which spruce and balsam fir chips may be raised,before being 

with acid,without injury to the chips.

The critical tenperature was determined and the work

covered

successfully completed.

Pulping Qualities of Fire-Killed Wood, 

effect of fire-killing and superficial charring on the pulping 

qualities of spruce and balsam fir.

The work was concluded and indicated that the fire-killed 

material, of which large quantities exist in certain districts, 

be successfully used for pulp manufacture by the sulphite

Object: To determine the

can

process.

Chemical Besearch on Cellulose. Object: To add to the knowledge 

of the constitution of the cellulose molecule and of the chemistry 

Ox the cellulose complex of Canadian woods generally, which is

very incomplete.



Attention was given chiefly to the investigation of 

chloral condensation products of cellulose on which a good deal of

The subject is a complex one and the in-

the

research work was done.

vestigation will be continued.

defining of Waste Paner Stock. Object: 

of recovering good paper stock from the condemned

To develop the best method

paper currency
withdraw from circulation by the Department of Finance : 

if this method can be profitably practised on
to ascertain

a commercial scale.
Refining of the stock produced under normal 

ditions was carried out and, by the exercise
cooking con-

of great care and the
use of a special washing equipment,it was found possible to recover 

an absolutely clean pulp. The work will be continued

scale.applying the information obtained at the Laboratories 

large equipment in Ottawa.

of a washing unit of sufficient size will also be

In addition to the above several other investigations 

were undertaken: the sulphite pulping qualities of water-killed

on a commercial

to the
Paper-making trials and the construction

involved.

spruce
were determined} a method of utilizing groundwood screenings by re

ducing them in a beater to a pulp of commercial quality vas developed 

and awaits mill-scale trial; the fundamentals involved in the test

ing of pulps for strength were further investigated, 

attention ms.given also to paper fibre analysis and, in
Special

co-operation



with the Technical Association of the Pulp and Paper Industry (lT.S.) 

a material advance towards the standardization of methods was made.

DIVISION OF TIMBER PHYSICS 

The following major investigations were conducted by

this division:

Preparation, of_Hefgrenge^.Cpllgotion of Microscopic Slides nf_Wnr^_. 

Object: To build up a collection of authentic microscope slides of

the important commercial timbers of the world and of photomicrographs 

illustrative of anatomical features. Such a collection will be in

valuable for research purposes

structure of woods is the key to innumerable problems 

in their industrial use.

intimate knowledge of the minuteas an

encountered

The work was continued from the preceding year and all 

Canadian timbers of any commercial importance have now been dealt 

with, together with a number of the more widely used foreign timbers. 

The work will be continued.

Ply and Laminated Construction. Object: To extend the 

application of the built-up type of construction,to add to technical 

knowledge on the subject and to draw the attention of industry to 

tne patent possibilities in this connection which are,as yet,inade-

field of

••
quately recognized.

Greater strength,freedom from warping,less waste in
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inanufacturing and (frequently) reduced weight are advantages often

presented by built-up articles. The additions to our knowledge of 

adhesives which have been made in recent years have an important

in built-up work, 

on by the Division of 

was therefore taken advantage

bearing on the strength and permanence attainable

The work on adhesives which has been carried 

Timber Tests (See "Glued Joints",below) 

of in this connection.

Attention was first given to sporting goods of which large 

quantities are imported into Canada, 

tennis racquet were developed, service tests
A laminated ski and a built-up

of the former carried out 
and those on the latter begun. The results were decidedly encouraging 

and conrercial production on a small scale is expected to be begun 

by a C*nadian firm sometime during the present year (1923). Further 

work on these articles, including strength tests on the skis,remains 

to be done following which other built-up products will be investi

gated.

giln-Brylng. Object: T0 investigate the scientific principles in

volved in kiln-drying and to improve present kiln-drying practice.

The high percentage of loss in present day kiln-drying 

practice is serious and can be largely overcome by the dissemination 

of sound technical information and by demonstrations 

practice and appliances.
of the best modern



The preliminary work, which consisted of a thorough study
of the theory and literature of the subject, was completed, 

study of kiln-drying practice at Canadian
A field

wood-working factories 

followed by investigative 

which will involve the

was
begun and will be continued. This is to be 
and demonstration work at the Laboratories 

designing and construction of a kiln.

flater-Storage of Groundwood Puln. 

decay which frequently
Object: To determine whether the

in stored pulp, and is the 
serious monetary loss, can be prevented by storage in water 

whether the pulp thus stored is otherwise

occurs cause of

and,if so,
adversely affected for paper

manufacture.

Groundwood pulp secured from various pulp mills has been 

stored in water for periods varying from two to three years, 

made from these pulps was tested and compared with 

similar pulps newly manufactured and 

pulp can be stored under water for 

terioration.

Paper

paper made from 
the results demonstrated that 

considerable periods without de- 
^be results of this investigation have already been 

brought to the attention of the industry and have 

able attention, 

taken.

at tracted consider-
Semi-commercial and commercial trials are to be under-••

g9c&2LQf Timber in Buildings. Object: To secure exact and detailed 
information as to the conditions which facilitate the action of
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various wood-destroying fungi on woods used for interior construction in 

mills,factories,etc.,and to work out procedure methods by means of which 

the decay can be prevented.

The monetary losses which result from such decay are very

Apart from decay,however,wood 

is an eminently suitable material for mill construction.

much greater than is usually supposed.

The work has

been in progress for some years and expert technical knowledge on the 

prevention of decay has been secured as a result of decay studies in 

some hundreds of large buildings, a number of which were examined dur- 

The leading architects of the country were apprised of 

the service and advice which can be given to them in this connection 

and a special publication on the subject is being prepared.

ing the year.

Other investigations conducted by the division included 

study of the relation of rate of growth to strength of several 

Canadian woods (which resulted in a valuable addition to our knowledge 

on this subject) and a study of the influence of rate of growth and 

structural characteristics of hard maple on penetration with creosote 

oil. À study of the development of red stain in jack pine, in 

relation to the use of this wood for ties, was begun. A considerable 

number of wood identifications was made

a

in response to requests from 

firms and individuals and photomicrographic work was carried out

under the direction of the division.

%m



DIVISION OF TIMBER TESTS

The major projects prosecuted by this Division during the

year were as follows:

Mechanical and Physical Properties of Woods Grown in Car;aria. Object:

To determine, by means of an exhaustive series of mechanical and 

physical tests, the strength functions of Canadian commercial timbers.

The obtaining of reliable data involves the making of a 
very large number of tests, some five thousand of which were carried

F.e suits are of great value in connection with the 

utilization of wood for every purpose in which strength is of importance 

and are of imnediate application in industry, 

tained for practically all Canadian timbers of any commercial value but

out during the year.

Data have now been ob-

much work remains to be done before figures can be considered complete.

Clued Joints. Object: To investigate the effectiveness of glues of 

the various classes for joint work.

Some twenty-six commercial adhesives of the hide and

casein classes were investigated during the year, the work including

both mechanical tests on joints and physical determinations on the

•• adhesives. Aging tests to secure information on the permanency of

The leading woods employed inthe adhesives were also undertaken.

cabinet and furniture manufacture were used. Upwards of five hundred

mechanical tests were made and the work will be continued.



Retention of Nails by Various Woods. Object: To ascertain the 

relative ability of various woods to retain nails.

Several widely used comercial woods were employed in the 

investigation and some six hundred tests were made with the specially 

designed equipment installed last year, 

such as cement coated, barbed, etc.

Results are of value in connection with many uses of woods 

such as crates and containers for shipping manufactured articles, 

work will be continued until all Canadian commercial woods have been 

covered.

^ails were of various types

The

Comparative Strength Values of Canadian Woods for Tie Purposes. Object: 

To establish "composite" figures for woods at present used,or of 

possible use, for railway ties.

The composite figure is arrived at by combining the 

i-^gures for the several strength functions with the spike-retaining 

value, taking into consideration the physical properties of the wood

Spike-retaining tests were made on cedar, spruce and jack 

The effect upon retention of driving into bored holes 

compared with solid wood was carefully investigated, special attention 

being given to the effect of varying the diameter of the bored holes.

The work -will be continued until figures have been established for 

several species to be covered.

under test.

pine ties. as

the



Several other investigations were also conducted, 

strength of telegraph top pins of Canadian birch, beech and maple 

compared with that of top pins of imported woods. Results demonstrated 

that the Canadian hardwoods possessed ample strength for the

The

was

purpose.

The strength of paper cores of different designs was further investi

gated, the shearing strength of plywoods was enquired into and a variety 

of minor tests and studies made.

In addition the preparation of maps showing the commercial 

distribution of our various timber species was undertaken, 

siderable amount of work was done and the 

by the close of the year.

A con-

maps were nearing completion 

Î3b such maps have heretofore been available 

for Canadian woods and when complete they will be of material assist

ance in our researches on the strength of timbers and for other purposes.

DIVISION OF WOOD PRESERVATION

The major investigations under way in this division during 

the year were as follows:

Creosote Treatment of Hard Maple for Railway Ties. 

a satisfactory method of creosote treatment of this wood for tie pur

poses and to establish service tests in track.

Object: To work out

••
fôple proved to be a most erratic wood as regards penetra

bility with creosote oil, some material being very readily penetrable 

and, some extremely refractory. An endeavour was made to ascertain the



•»

causes of this state of affairs by means of a study of the minute structue 

of the wood but gave negative results. Extensive work was done on treat

ment and a reasonably satisfactory method was finally worked out.

Service test in track was not begun as all the ties treated for such 

test had to be used for study of penetration.

Creosote Treatment of Aspen for Bailway Ties. Object:

(a) To determine the rate of seasoning of aspen ties and to ascertain 

the length of seasoning period necessary to bring them to "treatable 

condition".

(b) To work out a satisfactory method of creosote treatment of this

wood for tie purposes.

Large quantities of aspen occur in certain districts of 

Canada and in parts of Western Canada considerable supplies exist

Little, if any, use is made of this 

If, however, its natural perishability can be offset by means 

of a satisfactory creosote treatment, it should become of consider

able value as a tie material.

contiguous to railway lines.

timber.

The investigation now reported must be regarded 

preliminary one only as the material, which had been brought from the 

Peace Hiver District, proved to be insufficient to permit of final

Tentative conclusions were, however, reached. 

While it will probably not be feasible to undertake further

as a

conclusions being drawn.



experimental work during the current year (1Q23-1324) the tentative 

conclusions remain to be confirmed by further work. It is believed,
however.that, by means of the incising process, the wood can be

successfully and economically treated. If so,the economic advantage 
to the prairie provinces and the trans-continental railways should

be. considerable.

Preservative. Treatment of Canadian Hardwoods fnr Top Pins and Pole 

Brackets. Object: To work out a satisfactory method of creosote 

treatment of certain Canadian hardwoods for the accessories

Jpwards of 6,000,000 top pins and brackets are used 

annually in Canada on poles for telegraph and telephone lines and 

up to the present time a large proportion has been manufactured from 

imported wood. Hardwoods must be used as mechanical strength is an 

important consideration. The perishability of hardwoods indicates 

preservative treatment as an economy.

A considerable amount of work was done both at the 

Laboratories and at a plant manufacturing the accessories and a 

satisfactory open-tank treatment was worked cut. The spedifications 

and price of the preservative were important factors and received 

due attention.

named.

Special attention was also given during the year to 

the chemistry and specifications of creosote oils, tars and



creosote-tar mixtures; further work on fire-retardent treatment of

woods was done; a careful study and suggested revision of commercial

specifications for telegraph and telephone poles was made and a number

of minor tests and studies conducted.

EXHIBITS

The collection and preparation of exhibits of forest

products and articles manufactured or derived therefrom vas continued

and a number of additions made to the permanent exhibit at the 

Laboratories. Exhibits were prepared also for the use of other

Government offices and for display in public places. The Department 

occupied space at the 2th National Exposition of Chemical Industries

held in New York during September, and an exhibit, illustrative of 

some of the possibilities of Canada as a field for chemical indus

tries requiring ’water power or products of the forest, was prepared

This exhibit was shown at the Sherbrooke Fairat the Laboratories.

prior to being shipped to New York.

There was a brisk demand for hand-specimens of

A new supply of sets was prepared and a consider

able number distributed in response to requests from educational

Canadian woods.

institutions and others in Canada and abroad.

The work of collecting and displaying miscellaneous 

forest products such as gums, extracts, resins,etc. involved a good



deal of study and enquiry on the part of the Exhibit Specialist and 

enabled him to undertake the task of dealing with enquiries on such 

The Exhibit Specialist also devoted a considerable amount 

of time to work in connection with the preparation of matter for pub
lication.

products.

LIBRARY

The reference library, which deals with the technology 

of woods, the products therefrom and related matters, was materially 

extended and improved. literature bearing on many phases of the 
subjects mentioned has been collected and analysed for the past nine

years and the reference library thus built up is an invaluable aid 

to the technical staff in their investigative work.

INFORMATION FURNISHED

The supplying of technical information in answer to 

inquiries relating to woods and products manufactured or derived from 

woods, is an increasingly ioportant function of the Laboratories. The 

work involves a careful study of the available data on the subject 

in question and, in some cases, tests or investigations, the final step 

being the compilation of a report which is forwarded to the enquirer. 

Well over five hundred such enquiries received attention during the 

year, a greater number than in any previous year. The continually 

growing demand for the services of the Laboratories which is indicated

••



by the annually increasing number of technical enquiries 

of note.
is worthy

GENERAL

A number of technical articles and news-items was prepared 
during the year by members of the staff and published in Canadian and

other periodicals or news-papers. The very complete bulletin on the 
distillation of hardwoods, which was prepared last year.appeared in

print and has proved to be much in demand. A circular dealing with the 
creosote treatment of fence posts was prepared and is expected to be

ready for distribution early in 1923-4. 
addresses 'were also given before scientific and

A number of lectures and

technical societies. 
The investigative and research work of the Laboratories 

special photography and photomicrographic 
work for record and other purposes and a high standard in this work 

In tnis connection the series of photomicrographs 

of fibres and wood structure prepared for insertion

involves a good deal of

was maintained.

in volume three
of "The Manufacture of Pulp and Paper" a standard text book issued 

by the Pulp and Paper Industry of the United States 

met with very favourable comment -when the volume
and Canada,

appeared.

••
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June 30th, 1926.
■

-

The Assistant Superintendent, 
Forests Products Laboratories, 
University Street,
Montreal.

Dear Sir:-

I an attaching herewith letter 
from a Mr. H. J. Curtis of Scotstown, ue. addressed 
to the Principal of McGill University.

The Principal would be pleased if 
you would give Mr. Curtis the "information he desires.

Yours faithfully.

Principal’s Secretary.

-
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H. J. Curtis » Eso . , 
Seotstown, Cue.A

Dear ï!r» Curtis
// In the absence of the Principal 

I beg to acknowledge receipt of your letter of Ju e 
28 th*

I
■f >

I have referred it to the Forest 
Products Laboratories here and the Superintendent 
there assures me he will do v hat he can to help 
you out*

,

\ ,A

i
Yours faithfully,\

t 1 \
Î

Principal’s Secretary.

•/
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June 30th, 1926.
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Hay 30th, 1924.

Dr. Maurioe Srot, 
Boite Postal, 72, 
Grenoble, France.

Dear Sir:-
I beg to acknowledge your letter of the 13th of May asking for an appoint

ment in the Forests Products Laboratory.
This la à Government institution 

and your application should be addressed to the 
Civil Service Commission. May I suggest that you 
send it direct to them.

Yours faithfilly.

Wilfrid Bovey.

V
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McGILL UNIVERSITY*
MONTREAL

School of Commerce, May 26th,1924.
O F-kick ok TH k Director

Sir A.W.Currie,
.

Principal, McGill University.

t
Dear Mr.Principal,

Dr.Maurice Brot.of the University 

of Grenoble, has sent me the enclosed application for 

a post in the McGill Forest Products Laboratories, with 

the request that it be forwarded to you.

I knew Brot very well when he was 

Professor of Physics and Chemistry in the Ecole des 

Hautes Etudes Commerciales, Montreal, and I found him 

personally a very agreeable person, though perhaps 

somewhat eccentric. His abilities and his qualifications

He did not, however, get on 

well at the University of Montreal, both on account of 

his advanced views and on account of the ill-feeling that

■

~ v '3

I

m
I

I are of the first order.
a ;.

:5-> i

always existed between him.and the late Monsieur Prefontaine, 

then President or Chairman of the Ecole des Hautes Etudes
I

Commerciales.
II

Yours very faithfully,
IE

7T
RMS /B 

Enel.

Director- Secretary.

■ :

■ , §;;gH
HP*__31m
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GRENOBLE
française de papeterie

Reconnue par l’Etat (Décret du 8 Décembre 1022)

INSTITUT POLYTECHNIQUE
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^ÉfERSJTÉ DE GRENOBLE
INSTITDT PCLYTECHNIQDE

ÉCOLE FRANÇAISE DE PAPETERIE
Reconnue par l’Etat (Décret du 8 Décembre 1922)

Adresser la correspondance 
à M. le Directeur de l’Ecole

Grenoble, le/b. /S /pf
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I February 4th, 1924.

I
fjj

■Dr. John S. Bates, 
Bathurst Company Limited, 
Bathurst, B, B, i

Dear Dr. Bates

I thank you for your letter ofJanuary 30th.

As you know, Sir Jilliam is now iE England and cannot be approached again until his 
return. I promise you to find occasion to take the 
matter up with ÿïl

About a week or ten days ago the Chairman of the Research Committee of the Pulp and 
Paper Association cane to see me and told me that the 
Association had made available a sum of about $40,000. 
for the purpose of aiding the Government research in 
the pulp and paper field.

■I

He said that his Association 
were most anxious that this further research be 
carried out at the pulp and paper division of the 
rorest Products Laboratories. He seemed greatly 
interested in the plans we have in view for making the 
whole of our Chemistry Building available for 
Chemistry and our using the Eddy bequest to add another 
expert Chemist to the staff,- one who has given special 
study to the problems of the paper industry. I hope 
we may establish a close liaison with that industry.
As you know, the lack of funds handicaps seriously 
the University* s efforts.

I

Yours faithfully.

c;

Am:<

Si

________________
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'M BATHURST
January 30, IS24.

^ASSOCIATION

im

Ut

Sir Arthur W. Currie, G.C.H.G#, K.C.B., 
Principal, McGill University,
Montreal, Canada.

Dear Sir Arthur:

Referring to our correspondence of December, I 
have received a brief reply from Sir William Price 
through his private secretary. Sir William had hoped 
to reply personally but pressure of work had prevented 
going into the matter carefully before leaving for Eng
land.

S"

Tow that the subject has been opened perhaps you 
will find some way of attracting Sir William's further 
attention. Undoubtedly he is in sympathy with forest pro
ducts research but is too busy just now to study the sound
ness of the present proposal.

Prom the newspaper reports I understand that the 
Canadian Pulp and Paper Association has granted financial 
aid to the Porest products laboratories in line with our 
Eesearch Committee’s recommendation. Phis should be an 
added reason for planning a new building and at the proper 
time the proposal might be brought to the attention of var
ious men who might influence the result. After being con
nected with this research movement for ten years I really 
believe we have hit upon the right basis for permanent co
operation.

i-v'V :

C:-'.■
SH

focxro

Yours very sincerely,

J3B/J.1
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. _ I shall. of in readiness to see Sir William may be convenient to hL.

your letter of the mUCh oblleed forthank yon for taking ™ DoMmt'er and „i,h tosear=hya„Ud°U ïn? * He-
su?cess?uiea^rthat0be?oU8eihIa lnt#re»t -
facilities at which you "fij! ■h*U haTe

I trust 
will be

the

Yours faithfully.

*

Dear Dr. Bates:-

Dr. John S. Bates, 
Bathurst Company Limited. 
Bathurst, IT. b.

Principal.

i t

December 17th, 1923.
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December 14th, 1523.

Sir Arthur W. Currie, G.C.M.G., K.C.3., 
Principal,
McGill University,
Montreal, Canada.

Bear dir Arthur :

Your kind letter of November 25th reached 
me some days ago and I appreciate the clear way 
in which you have outlined the situation in con
nection with the proposed forest products build
ing. After further consideration I have written 
Sir William price rather fully pointing out that 
a university research building would serve to 
unite the government, McGill and the wood-using 
industries on a broad, permanent basis and that 
no name in Canada would be more appropriately 
linked with a forest products building than the 
name of the Price family. In asking for his con
sideration and advice on the subject I have sug
gested that you would naturally be able to give 
him a clearer view of the situation.

My belief in the value of research is so 
firm and my desire to see it an established fact 
is so great that I sincerely hope with you that 
Sir William will lead the way. 
notify you of any reply from him and trust that 
you will find a suitable occasion to confer with 
him.

Ü
: -

ü

I shall of course

mm
Yours very sincerely, I

C5d£T
JS3/J.

m

I

______________________________________________________________________________
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/ fmm a ITovembor 29th, 1923. ;z I

y.Mm

1 )
W.: /« ': Dr. John S. Bates,

Bathurst Company, Limited, 
Bathurst, IT* 3.

Dear Dr. Bates

~)r • “• ^• Ruttan has written to me 
with reference to his conversation with you last 
Saturday regarding the possibility of getting a 
building presented to the University for the^Joint 
Ua9 of the Forest Products Laboratories and the 
Department of Chemistry. Dr. Rut tan has also given 
me a copy of your letter of L'ovember 1st last 
addressed to him.

* I do not think that any good purpose 
would be served by approaching the Government before 
we could give them an assurance that a suitable 
building would be provided.
them they have promised us that the Forest Products 
uaboratories will not be removed from Montreal if 
suitable accommodation is provided here, 
has written to me that he would prefer that the work 
of the Laboratories be continued here, 
you can safely give Sir William Price the assurance 
that as far as the Government is concerned they would 
continue to spend on the work the amount they now 
provide.

As the matter stands with

The Minister

I feel that

I

On our part we would set aside the 
Eddy bequest for the,purpose of establishing a 
research professorship-in Chemistry and would secure 
a man specially qualified to deal with the problems 
of wood chemistry. On the part of both the Government 
and the University the assurance could be given that 
facilities would at all times be available for 
research work by any of the staff of the pulp and 
paper industry. I am quite sure no objection would be 
raised to members of such staff using the

Laboratories

«



__________________________
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Dr. John S. Bates - 2

i

to conduct a special line of investigation.

It would be the hope to establish 
here an institution where the Government, the 
University and the Pulp and ïaper industry could 
wofrk together in order to solve the problems and 
difficulties of the wood industry. If sir William 
would say that, provided this co-operation was 
assured, Jje would provide the building, I know 
the University would provide the land and I 
believe the Government would give at least the same 
measure of support to the Laboratories as they are 
now extending. I do most sincerely hope that the 
reaction of Sir T.illiam tô the suggestion you 
intend to make to him will be favourable. If I 
can be of any service to you I shall most gladly 
help in any way you think possible.

■
■

m

Assuring you of the cordial 
co-operation and support of the University and 
wishing you every success, I am,

2ver yours faithfully.

Z
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November 29th, 1923. im
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mm

Dr. R. F. Ruttan. 
Chemistry Building, 
lîcGill University.

dear Rut tan:-

Utter to-day To^s?

■xf:

copy of a 
Bates.

Yours faithfully,V

t

I

«

\
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McGlLL UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

K - Ir- RUTTAN, Director

2oth November, 1923.MONTREAL.

Sir Arthur Currie, 
Principal,

McGill University.

Dear Sir Arthur:-

On Saturday last I had a talk 
with Dr. John S. Bates regarding the possibility 
of getting a building presented to the Univers
ity for the joint use of the Forest Products lab
oratory and the Department of Chemistry, 
suggestion is that someone, probably Sir William 
Price of Quebec, should put up a building, bear
ing his name, which would house the research work 
in connection with the investigation of cellulose 
conducted by a professor in the Department of 
Chemistry and the staff of the Forest products 
laboratory which would be increased and improved 
by recommendations and assistance from the Pulp 
and Paper Association, 
of co-operation on the part of McGill and the De
partment of Inland Revenue, he is willing to sound 
Sir William Price.

The

If Dr. Bates is assured

I am enclosing you copy of the let
ter which I received from Dr. Bates some time ago 
and to which I referred in conversation with you.

» I think that, so far as the Department 
ox Chemistry is concerned, such an arrangement 
would work admirably but I am afraid of the Govern
ment at Ottawa.

I am,

Sincerely your&<
Enclo. 

Letter. /
7

1

EFR/JE Director of Chemistry.
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BATHURST GOMPABY IIMJTED

Bathurst, Bovember 1, 1J23.

Br. R. F. Ruttan, 
Dept, of Chemistry, 
McGill University, 
Montreal. Quebec.
Dear Dr. Ruttan:-

As you know, I made the suggestion to Mr. E. P. 
Cameron that it may be possible to find one or more lead
ers in the pulp and paper industry who would be interest
ed in presenting to Me Grill a suitable building to provide 
a permanent basis of co-operation in research on forest 
products.
modation for the Forest Products Laboratories , which would 
be operated by the Government on their appropriation of 
over $100,000 . per year , and that there would also be ac
commodation and co-operation whereby the pulp and paper in
dustry could carry out special research at their own expense. 
Furthermore, it is assumed that McGill would be interested 
in providing the Eddy bequest or some other fund for work 
in some way related to forest products and would round out 
the co-operation by training students and handling cellu
lose research, etc.

The assumption is that there would be aceom-

I am merely writing to know what you think of the 
possibility and whether McGill would welcome a proposition

I have thought of placing the matter before 
Sir William Price in a personal way by reason of my great 
interest in the attainment of organized research for the 
pulp and paper industry. naturally it would be unwise to 
take any step of this kind if there might be a re-action 
on the part of the University or the Government later.
Of course it is only a chance that the donation would mater
ialize but there is nothing like trying.

With best wishes,

of this kind.

Yours very truly,
(sgd.) John S. Bates.jsb/j.

.
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Edward Beck, Esa 
Drummond Building' 
Montreal.

• »

■

Dear Mr. Becks-

ig?V of yesterday telïi^ f °r ‘your lotter
Council of the Canadian °ulu 2nd°pl°n °f th° Ezeoutive 
re the Forest Products Llbcra^ories?61, ASS00iati0n

2*

1

+k i. W111 y°u Pleasethe thanks of McGill
I ■■convey to the Council 

I0r their interest in this natter.

Yours faithfully.

:

Pr incipal.
■a*

: :
■
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Mar. 19,1925.

General Sir Arthur Currie, 
Mo Gill University, 

Liontr al.

Dear Sir,

Your letter of Gan. 11th enclosing copies 
of correspondence with Honorable Ohas. Stewart, 
Minister of the Interior at Ottawa, relative to the 
proposal to remove the Forest Products Laboratories 
from Montreal to Ottawa was laid before our executive 
Council, at a meeting held in '"ontreal on March 15th.

A resolution was passed deprecating 
the proposed removal and suggesting to the Minister 
that no final deposition should be made of the Labor
atories until the question of the establishment of a 
National Research Institute such as is now proposed 
is disposed of.

"1he Secretary was instructed to advise 
the Principal of McGill University and the Minister 
of the Interior of the action taken.

Yours very trulv,
CATTADIArT PUL? & PAPUB ASSOCIATION

c j

Secretaryrnr)

Z

h;:0

f-h
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Ottawa, Ontario,
13th February, 1923.

My dear Sir Arthur,

.... ™ , I have your letter of the 23rd
ultimo, ihe Quebec Government have requested us 
to turn over our Montreal Laboratories to them. 
They have been advised of our intention to remove 
the Laboratories to Ottawa, and to operate them in 
future from the seat of Government.

, , "e advised the Quebec Govern
ment that we would consent to their purchasing our 
piant and equipment now at Montreal excepting our 
paper machine. As to what disposal they will' make 
oi any equipment they might obtain from* us should 
they desire to purchase 21 we have, of course, no 
knowledge.

Yours faithfully,

General Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G., K.C.B., LL.D.
Principal, ’

McGill University,
Montreal, Quebec.

■

-M

■
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DRAFT.

MONTREAL, September 6th, 1922.

Honourable Charles Stewart,
Minister of the Interior,

Ottawa, Ontario.
Dear Mr. Stewart :

In the absence of Sir Arthur Currie, I have 
been forwarded your letter to him of the 29th ultimo relative 
to the removal of the Forest Products Laboratories from Montreal
to Ottawa.

It appeared to us when the question was first 
mentioned that there would be some difficulty in putting the 
present building in a good state of repair so as to enable the 
work to be carried on there and it was because of this lact that

The Governors have since considered theSir Arthur' wrote you. 
matter further and are of the view that we can provide the necessary
facilities and accommodation.

As I informed you some time ago, I have always felt 
that it would be a distinct step backwards to remove the Laboratories 
from the University where the ?ork can be prosecuted with advantage 
both to the Government and to the College.

If, therefore, you are willing to permit the 
present arrangement to continue, we will take the necessary steps 
to make the accommodation adequate.

Yours very truly,

Chancellor.

v
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ASSOCIATION/---- Jan. 12,1923.

Gen. Sir Arthur Currie, C.C.M.G., K.C.B., LL.D., 
Principal and Vice-Chancellor,

McGill University,
Montreal.

Dear Sir,

This is to acknowledge receipt of your 
letter of Jan.11th in which you advise that the 
Department of the Interior has served notice on 
McGill that they must provide new quarters for 
the Forest Products Laboratories or suffer the 
removal of the laboratories to Ottawa.

We quite agree with your view that in 
asking McGill to go to an outlay of $100,000 
or qiore in order to accommodate the Laboratories 
the government is asking more than McGill should 
be called upon to do.

There seems, however, to be no way out 
of the.alternative and it looks as though the de
puty minister would achieve his long cherished 
desire of taking the Laboratories to Ottawa.

We will place your communication before 
our Executive Committee at their next meeting and 
should they desire to take any action in regard 
to it we will advise you.

Yours very truly, 
CANADIAN PULP .PER ASSOCIATION

Secretary
eb/bc

m
■■■■ "'I-: -T .L'1
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6400 t/

24002400

2100
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1000
1000

13501177

2150

Present Future
Accommodation Requirements 
in sq. ft. in sq. ft.

Note : Ceiling heights required;- 
Timbef’ Testing Lab. 
Paper Mill
'Mood Preservation Lab. 
Other accommodation

6. Accessories
Saw-mill 
Storage sheds
Carpenter shop, work - shop and 

machine-shop 
Coal aid boiler room 
Dry kiln and seasoning yard (may 

be outdoors)
Total

5. Administrât ion
Sûperintendent * s office
Asst. Supt. office
Clerical
Stenographers
Vault
Library
Exhibits office 
Exhibits 
Draughting 
Lavatories
Photographic and darm rooms

Total

4, Timber Physics Division 
Lab o rat ory 
Office space 
Pathological laboratory

3. Wood Preservation Division 
Laboratory 
Office space 
Experimental lab. 
Creosote storage

Total

Details of Space

1. Pulp and Paper Division 
Paper mill 
Beater room 
Wood room 
Digester house 
Chemical laboratory 
Office space

Total

15553 22800Total

2. Timber Tests Division
Testing lab.oratoiy 
Office and computing and specimen 

storage

1100
1389 8oo

Total 1389 1900
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1. Pulp and Paper Division

2. Timber Tests Division

. Wood Preservation Division 

4. Timber Physics Division 

5• Administration 

6. Accessories

Details of Space Present 
Accommodtion 
in square ft.

Future 
Requirements 
in square ft.

64004117

1389 1900

2150

i35o
4450

6550

988

1177

3257
4625

Totals 15553 22800
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January 
Twenty-third 

1923.
Ii

il

Hon. Charles Stewart, 
Minister of the Interior, 
Ottawa.

Dear Mr. Stewart
With reference to the last paragraph 

of your letter of the 18th of January, I note that 
the Province of Quebec are asking you to turn over the 
plant and equipment at the Montreal Laboratories tothem.

It would be strange if this plant and 
equipment should eventually find its way to the Uni
versity of Montreal. The Provincial Government some
times makes what âppear to us like gifts to the Uni
versity of Montreal, though when i?e ask the Government 
about the gifts, we are told that they are only that, 
they are only loans, as for example, the yl00,000. worth 
of radium which the Government bought, was not given to 
the University of Montreal, but merely loaned. Perhaps, 
the plant and equipment which you are giving to the 
Province of Quebec may be loaned to the University of Montreal•

Yours faithfully.

Principal,

■■ I
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Yours faithfully,
Sir Arthur W. 
Princioal,
McGill University
montrlal.

Currie, G.O.M.G., X.G.B.,LL.D.,

^rofthe,

■i' < *3*

CANAO^

OTTAWA
18th January,1923.

My dear Sir Arthur-Gurrie,
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January
Eleventh

1923»

y

Honourable Charles Stewart« 
Minister of The Interior, 
Ottawa»

Boar Sirs-

At ay final interview with Mr» 0ameron 
of your Forestry Department I told him that I would 
write formally to you acquainting you with the decision 
of HoGill University re your demand that we provide 
rent free suitable quarters for tho Forest Products 
Laboratories, failing whioh it was your intention to 
remove the Laboratories to Ottawa»

When the Chancellor of the University 
(Mr# E, W. Béatty) wrote to you on the 6th of September 
it was our hope that the pronisos now occupied at 700 
University Street could be put in such a condition of 
repair and safety that you would be Justified in leaving 
the Laboratories where they are* Our engineers have 
decided that it would be unwise to make such an attempt.

I understand that if a new building wore 
erected to give you the space required that building 
should furnish a floor space of 22,800 square feet and 
that some of the rooms would require ceiling heights of 
29 foot, others from 12 to 14 feet» As the requirements 
for the Pulp and Paper division (6,400 sq» foot} could 
be easily provided for by small additions to the present 
Paper Mill Building,'and as your requiremonte for tho 
Testing Laboratories (1,100 sq. feet) already exist in 
the Engineering Building of tho University, we might 
reduce your total building requirements to 15',300 square 
foot (22,800 less 7,500}• To provide such a building 
harmonizing with tho other buildings on McGill*s campus 
would require an expenditure of University funds well

Î

... : riv'. . ' ■ ' p :„v*
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- . . , *hore ii little association betweenLaboratories and MoGill at the «resentSHsSvSwrïïviî!2îaS2hi2ïs- pad*e^A'^w^ tLapuî^g!ïdct
mnvlfi «J»!1®8* Ï1 h v'oald result not only to our r,i-:.er1:* d 2atrvC9 ?Ut l” & Cro&t 80rvloe t0 the pulp and
?ith that lndïitJ» T W® 8hSl1 h3Ve t0 wor* out the liaison iv" that industry in another way.

the

on* i Î hnv® yot to hoar an opinion fron anyînduîtriîî »*î«î\l!î r;eearch or 0”eacod in iho
*., *08 w the Laboratories seek to serve favour»
•tirti! fron °f *“ tûl0r-

2IîL5i2°f200î witho^t taking into oonsideration Vvluo of the land. We would not be justified in
2E?iVL*'£ï Z TZ\in °rd6P t0 *C0P the Laboratories 
î®f®'^aî Board of Governors feel that thoro is 
.0 iing further that we oan do towards that end.

the

Youre faithfully,

Prinoipals

Hon. Charloa 3tawa,yf «• £ *

;
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January
Eleventh

1923.

j. H. Stephenson, Esq.,Editor, Pulp & Papor Magazine, 
Gardenvale, Que.

Dear Sirt-
forwarding herewith oopy of a letter 

the Honourable Charlesthe Forest Products
I am

which I am to-day sending to Stewart, Minister of the Interior, Ye 
Laboratories.

1» underpin, at th.>»»..«»» 
Minister must be allowed to do wit. onth an4 byh. pious... On many occasions by «=rdof Mdth ““ ®y 
letter I have endeavoured to persuade him tos
giving approval to a retrograde step, but tne 
of the Deputy, apparently, is VQrJ pondence on this subject reveals the fact tha 
Deputy persistently opposed the eetabli-hm 
Laboratories here.

we

the

Only a few years ago there was some 
consideration given to the on^University
Street. One can scarcely understand the change when 
the Government now demands that we spend more tnan 
■$100,000. in order to accommodate them.

Yours faithfully!

Principal.

EM

_________________________________________________________________________
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January
Eleventh
1923.

Edward Back, Esq,,
r“lp 4 rarer Association, 

511 St, Catherine St. West. 
Montreal, *

Dear Sirs»

I amsür^ïi11 ara ‘°-™^ïneh6trth
"rTuVù ?^“LrrIef,îhe Inte—•

copy of a 
the Hon. Charles 

re the Forest

we furnish suitable"*inist9r arbitrarily demandsLabo?I?orîes to ^tawa°°Tdatl0n 0r he 
accommodation is ’aoro^/'W0^ of Providing the
in undertaking at the present®*?*1*01^1^ iS Justifled 
Minister must be aiinJwT! 1 tlme and 1 am afraid the 
he pleases. on maiv Zl.; d° ?tb the laboratories as letter I hivfl Dy occasions by word of mouth and by giving an^IL !n?oaTt™red to persuade him that he was
of thl Deputy' avvpare£tîï08Tade St°P’ lut ths Influence 
pondence on th<! * T8ry *troag> 01a oorres-
Deputy persistent?^ reveals the faot that the LaborIt?r”i here *h* asta»llshment of the

that
remove the

Only a few
eonsideration given to 
paying rent to McGill 
Street# One can 
the Government 
*100,000.

years ago there was.. somethe question of the Government 
for the building on University 

scarcely understand the change when 
now demands that 

in order to we spend more than
accommodate them.

Yours faithfully,

L.
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Jan 16th, 1923.

Sir Arthur Currie, Principal, 
Mc Grill University,
Montreal.

Dear Sir,

I feel greatly honored in having you send 
with your kind letter of January 11th, a copy of your 
letter to the Minister of the Interior.

I take the liberty of enclosing a copy of an 
editorial that has been roaming around in my mind for 
some time and which was crystallized by the receipt of 
your letter. Most of the material in this editorial is 
an expression of a conversation between Mr. Bryant, Chair
man of the Technical Section, and myself following the 
conference in your office last month.

Sincerely Yours,

me

I

.

IS
■ I

JUS/BP. ■EDITOR.

P.S. If there are any points in this editorial that you 
think our friends in Ottawa might take serious exception 
to, a telephone call from yourself or your secretary to 
me at Ste Anne de BeTlevue 165 will be greatly appreciated.

■
I
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BSBOaX OF THE COMMITT3E OK ABSTRACTS
AKD publicatiob.V V

To the Technical Section of the 
Pulp ami Paper Association.

•During the past year your coranittee 
of current articles which

provided for 140 pa ges of abstracts 
were published in the Pulp and Paper Magazine 

oaia for by that journal. These pages have been reprinted
and

as a bulletin of
the Technical Section and distributed to members through the secretaryre
office. An index of the abstract is in 

It has been suggested that instead, 
shortly after

preparation.
of reprintin' the abstracts in full

publication in the magazine, it might be bettor in the end 
to hoid merely the first three or four lines indicating the titles of 

then to collect these atthe article and the o^aoe where it appeared 
long intervals, way at once or tv:ce n - ropr.nt what would be an 

•s e o no on of * .e Section is awaitedindex of the year in a strid form, 
by your corami ttee as bo hint should be dene in this respect.

kue via j r a i. a :. j of ti.e Abstract Com- 
°L bhe Pulp and Parer Industry,

•tesV, j eavxug Ir, Boss Caupbe 1 with more

At the ne tin ni op- of the Few Year, 
mittee of the Technical Association 
taicen over oy Mr. Cnarlen J. 
time to devote to ois work 
to express at this time

was

as onairaan of the Dyestuff Con: ittee. 
our deep appreciation of the cordial 

and ready assistance of Mr. Campbell during the several

be wi sh
cooperation 

years of hie chair- 
will continue to be carriedunship. The handling of the abstracts 

operatively as has been done in the
on co

past.
The chairman had the pleasure of meeting Mr. Arthur Baker of Greenhithe, 

England, the first
suit of conferences it 
will ,oin with the Technical 
of abstracts.

chairman of the British Yecnjcal Section, and as a re
ssens probably that the British Technical Section

Association and our own Section in the natter
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The abstract program of the fecnnioul 

slightly by the restriction of articles
association will be curtailed

dealing with engineering natters
and with the forestry. Your committee however, feeling the great importance 

and to the Woodlands Section,of forestr; matters to the Technical Section

nave decided to continue this festtr.xs 

Pulp and Paper Magazine to publish abstracts 

estry under the departnent entitled '"With the Woodsman’»

service and have arranged with the

of articles dealing with for-

Bound copies of the abstracts for 1922 

Papei- ilagazine at A .50 oer volumes.

Tj> re :

can be had from the Pulp and

o ruv„ rf for distribution ooplen of the transactions and 
proceeding’s of the Technical Sectio for 1922.

reports, and discussions oreeented at the 

a brief account of the

Phie volume contains paoars,
aziiiual meeting last January and

‘'•chiiical sectioneur.,-er r-sdm ir of the
at the Abi t i 1 fo ot r - ^ C ■
and a biogr-ij eicul

is not

Out. , It I: ClUti0È so the bylaws 
•• a is . ii z of members 

bo he pt revised, from How un as the com- 

lnc preparation of a semi-annual volume.

int ui • cumbers
up to the minute out -ill 

m ttee has under coneideration

->f t ; O f

.iespcctfally submitted, 

Sttpheneon, 

CHAIhiAh.
v • f,

; -
j
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ESI Xmm :îsp'.)jît o;-1 t::.s coiiiKrm os Assmim
Aj;j fUBLIGÀTIOii.

To the Technical Section of the 
Pulp ami Paper ^ssooiation.

Jnrlng the ,> ,at year yovr committee provided for 140 
of current article» which

ja geo of abotraots
were published In the Pnlp and Paper Uag&zine 

pai i for by that journal. These pages have been reprinted
and

as a bulletin of 
through tho socretar 'sthe Technical Beotian and distributed to members 

office. An index of the abstract is in preparation.
It has been suggested that instead of 

shortly after publication in the magazine.
reprints nr the abstr ots in full
it night be better in the end

to ho i nerelj the flret three or -’oor Un«> •ndjoatiror the «ties of 
the article and the place where it appeared, 
long intervals, uny at once 07' twi :?o u

then to collect these at
y*ar, and reprint what would be an 

r.,-. op: n: on of -,-;e section 3.8 awaitedindex of the /ear in abstract form# 
by your committee aa tv what should be done in thif respect.

ai the beginning of the hew Year, the chair* unship of the Abetruct Com
mittee of the Technioal Association 
tahen over by dr. Charles J. 
tlie to devote to his work

of the Pulp anti Paper Industry, 
iï'esL-, leaving ir. Hoes Campbell with more

was

as chairman of the Dyestuff Connittee. We wish
to express at this time our deep appreciation of the cordial 
and read./ assietaiioe of hr. Campbell during the several

cooperation
years of hie ohair-

ansnip. The handling of the abstracts will continue to be carried on co
opérât .vely as has ween done ii. the past.

The onairman had the pleasure of Meeting Ur. 
England, the first chairman of 
eitlt of confer one oe it 
will join with the Technical 
of a -str lots.

Arthur haher of Qreenhlthe. 
the British Yeonioal Section, and as a re-

eeene probably that the British Technical Section
Association and our own Section in the natter

if
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The abstract program of the "-aoimical hsrooja tien will be curtailed 

slightly bj the restriction of articles dealing with engineering otters

and with the forestry. ïor.r oomittee however, fooling the groat Importance 

of forestr. matter; to the Technical Section and to the Woodlands Section, 

arranged with the 

dealing with for-

have decided to continue this iM&xxx service and have 

Pulp and Paper Oagasine to publish abstracts of articles

aetry under the depart ont entitled 'With the Woodsmen’*- 

Bor.nd copies of the abstracts for 1932 

Paper Magasine at .tf.oO per vo*nnas.

f •: ô are now ready for distribution copies of the transactions and

.‘or 1922. This volume contains

can be had from the Pulp and

proceedings of the Technical Sectio 

reports,

a brief account of

papers,
iod discussions presented at the mnn A meeting last January and

v*-« cnn. tor wming of the Technical Section kzsx^Bs*

at the Abitibi Power à Paper Company, Ont., It includes also the bylaws 

and a ut»>vraphJ col let of : members of the notion. This list of members 

is not, up to the si irate but will bo :ept rov.i r« • fzoi-.. hv-/ on as the com- 

ttee nae under consJdoratioi the preparation of a acmi-annual volume.

aaspectfully submitted, 

J.h. Stephenson,

Ci£Ai:iLUv.

■■■■■I*ÿgÊEBÊ
■» ■■ V;. -: . B; mIS
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MEMORANDUM concerning a meeting of certain members of 

McGill University and certain representatives of the 
Paper Industry held in the Office of General Sir Arthur 
on the afternoon of December 15th. 1922.

Pulp and
Currie

Representatives of the pulp and paper industries expressed 
themselves as interested in two kinds of 

(1) Fundamental research in which the 
of cellulose 
studied.

research:-

properties and character
- which material is the basis of their 

This they think could best be carried 
(2) Investigation directed to the

industry - are
on at the University, 

solution of the various
problems which are continually presenting themselves 
facture of pulp and paper, together with investigations 
to the improvement of the

in the mami - 
looking

processes which are at present in operation, 

an institution such as theThis they think can best be done at
Forest Products Laboratory.

They are of the opinion that the Forest 
should remain in Montreal and not be 
that they have obtained

Products Laboratory 
removed to Ottawa. They state

comparatively little benefit from the work
of their Laboratory up to the present time, not on account of any 
fault of the Laboratory as an institution, but owing to the fact 
that it has been impossible to retain the services of able men to
direct the laboratory, this in its turn being due to the fact that 
the salaries paid in the Forest Products 
that so soon as a

Laboratory are so small
man snowed that he had marked ability he was at 

once oi^ered a much larger salary by one of the great pulp and paper

mm
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companies and his services were thus lost to the Forest Products 

In this way valuable work which was commenced wasLaboratory.

never finished, nor was the work done ever collated and published. 

This statement applies to the pulp and paper division of the 

Forest Products Laboratory, it being understood that a somewhat

more marked success had been achieved by the departments dealing

These, however, are ofwith Timber Physics and Wood Preservation, 

no direct interest to the manufacturers of pulp and paper.

To sum up - the representatives of the pulp and paper 

industry were of the opinion that they might receive marked benefit 

from the Forest Products Laboratory, but they had failed to do so 

up to the present time.

The representatives of the industry expressed their 

opinion that the industry would support any institution from which

They would be glad to contribute to any researchit derived benefit.

body which would "deliver the goods."

Mr, Sabiton seemed to be rather doubtful as to whether 

the industry would at the present time give a direct contribution 

to an institution such as the Forest Products Laboratory, 

said that the pulp and paper companies were considering the appoint

ment of a Director of Research who would correlate and make use 

of the partial facilities existing for research at different mills 

in the St. Maurice district, and thus secure valuable results 

which would be available for the industry as a whole.

They fully recognize and appreciate the difficulties of 

dual control which would result from any direct support given by 

the pulp and paper industry to the Forest Products Laboratory

He
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-s-
being, as it is at present 
Government service.

constituted, a branch of the

It was suggested that the best to secure co- 
and the pulp and paper industry, 

instead of maintaining 
to give a grant

operation between the Government 
would be for the Government at Ottawa 
tne Forest Products laboratory as at present, 
of money equal to that which is now devoted to the laboratory 
wnich grant might be supplemented by contributions from the pulp 

other than that of a
financial nature, from the University, the whole to he
and paper companies and by assistance,

managed 
by a special board.and administered to the interest of Research
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October 2nd, 1922.

My dear Sir Arthur :

I enclose herewith a letter 
received from the Honourable Charles Stewart 
in reference to the Forest Products Laboratories.

In your absence I wrote him as
per copy attached.

I think it is essential that we 
should put MoIson House in a proper state of 
repair to carry on the Forest Laboratory work 
there.
Stewart does not commit himself to retain the 
Laboratories in Montreal, and it will be nec
essary for us to have a definite understanding 
with him that in the event of our going to this 
expenditure there will be no further attempt 
made by the Government to remove these Laborat
ories to Ottawa.

You will observe, however, that Mr.

Yours very truly,

Sir Arthur Currie, K.C.B., 
Principal,
McGill University, 
Montreal, ;ue.
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Can ad ^

Ottawa, Ontario,
September 25, 1922.

Wm

■
9,

- Gar _,.r • Beatty -

1 have your letter 
of the 6th instant and notethat the 
Governors of the University 
P~ spared to provide the necessaiy 
1 acidities and accomodation for the 
i* orest Products Laboratories in 
Montreal.

are

> \

In view of this,
the '."hole matter is receiving further 
consideration.

Yours sincerely,

E. !7. Beatty, Esq., B .A
Chancellor of LIcGill University, 

- ontreal, p.Q.

K.C• ; ♦ >

:



September 6th, 19^2.

Dear Mr. Stewart:

h?rrl?,thI 5avB your^letter^to
“* J* the 29th ultimo relative to the removal
rofa!1oFo[t^a:r0dUCta from Mont-

«•lcaitfi?St m™t?°®"that°U^^h^debn^ 
*5 Puttln6 the present building in 

b? °f F°p“ir 80 aB t0 suable the work u
that -ilr LfT,^ !^»8nd 11 wes b6Cauae °f this fact 

‘ *" Arthur wrote you. The Governors haveconsidered the matter further and
er51r tîia*' ve can provide the necessary and accommodation. * *

of the

I hfit/A -, J inforraed you some time ago.
baekU would b* * distinct step UnlTO»U, ?w«°^ the ^oratories from the P 
advînt f«î,iJS5rf the work CAU be prosecuted withge both t0 the Government and to the College.

rxheno rae“’^~ c\a£“s &aueqmte. ry Stepa to mak8 the eceomedZtîw

Yours very truly,

Chancellor.
Honourable Charles Stewart,

Minister of the Interior,
0 t t a w a, Ontario.

ei
 p
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DRAFT.

MONTREAL, September 6th, 1922.
Honourable Charles Stewart,

Minister of the Interior,
Ottawa, Ontario.

Dear Mr. Stewart :
In the absence of Sir Arthur Currie, I have 

been forwarded your letter to him of the 29th ultimo relative 
to the removal of the Forest Products Laboratories from 
to Ottawa.

Montreal

It appeared to us when the question was first 
mentioned that there would be some difficulty in putting the 
present building in a good state of repair so as to enable the
work to be carried on there and it was because of this fact that 
Sir Arthur wrote you. The Governors have since considered the

we can provide the necessarymatter further and are of the view that 
facilities and accommodation.

As I informed you some time ago, I have always felt 
tliat it would be a distinct step backwards to remove the Laboratories 
from the University where the ork car be prosec ted with advantage 
both to the Government and to the College.

If, therefore, you are willing to permit the 
present arrangement to continue, we will take the necessary steps 
to make the accommodation adequate.

Yours very truly,

Chancellor.

■

r.\ V '
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McGILL UNIVERSITY 

MONTREAL.
' A

URSAR’S OFFICE.SECRE'

Dear Mr. Beatty:~

FOREST PRODUCTSLABORATORIES.

I enclose copy of a letter addressed 

to the Principal by the Hon. Charles Stewart, which I 

think probably needs immediate attention.

In view of the attitude taken by the 

Board of Governors at its last meeting in regard to this 

matter, being such as to indicate that they would like 

to see these Laboratories remain connected with Mo Grill,
I thought that possibly you might be willing to say at 

this time that the University was prepared to furnish 

proper accommodation for them.

I have written to Mr. Stewart today 

acknowledging receipt of his letter and stating that he 

might expect to hear from you in the course of a few days.

Mr. Lawrence's estimate for the cost of 

furnishing the accommodation in question has been held up 

pending the return of the Government Superintendent here.

E. W. Beatty, Esq.,
President, Canadian Pacific Railway, 
Montreal.

______________________ilss 2__
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S. W. Beatty, 2sq. 2 -

I "believe he is expected this week. I can, however, 
give you an approximate figure within a few days.

Yours faithfully,

Secretary.
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MINISTER OF THE INTERIOR

Ottawa,Ontario,
August 29th, 1922.

Dear Sir Arthur Ourrie:-
Upon my return to the Oity, I 

have had placed before me your correspondence relative 
to the removal of the Forests Products Laboratories 
frpm Montreal to Ottawa, and I note that the McGill 
University is unable to provide, rent free, suitable 
accommodation for these Laboratories.

It is regrettable that you appear to 
be unable to secure proper accommodation, 
been holding space here for some considerable time 
awaiting your decision, and I fear I shall have to give 
the Public 7/orks -Department an answer in the very near 
future.
your premises and the serious condition it is in at the 
present time, I fear that it will be necessary for my 
Department to take action as indicated.

I have

Owing to the inadequacy of the building on

Believe me,
Yours faithfully,

(Sgd.) CHAS. STEWART

Sir Arthur Currie,G.G.M.G K.C.B.,
Principal, McGill University, 

Montreal.
♦ 9

ix.
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Memorandum re. Forest products Laboratories 
and their Belation to McGill University, 
Prepared for the Information of the Principal 
of McGill, Sir Arthur Currie.

w.

Lear Sir Arthur:-

The Forest Products laboratories are under

the Forestry Division of the Department of the Interior, 

of which Sir Jame_s Lougheed is Minister, the Deputy Min

ister being Mr. W. W. Cory. Mr. B. H. Campbell is 

Director of the Forestry Branch and in immediate control

of the Laboratories. Mr. Campbell is an invalid and, 

although he has not been superannuated, he is not taking 

any active part in the work of the Forestry Branch.

. Finlaysjn is carrying on Mr. Campbell»s duties./ 

Mr. Cory, the Deputy Minister, has from the

■Mr. E. H

very beginning advocated the transfer of the Forest Pro-

Sir James Lougheed gave 

a snap decision last spring at a meeting with Mr. Kynoch, 

supporting Mr. Cory's request to have the Laboratories re

moved to Ottawa, since then nothing has been done.

Finiayson will not be here before the end of next week or

ducts Laboratories to Ottawa.

Mr.

the beginning of the week after, and I have arranged with 

Mr. Kynoch to have an interview with him. According to

Mr. Kynoch, Mr. Finiayson is not at all in favour of trans

ferring the Laboratories to Ottawa. The only argument in 

favour of this change is that the Deputy Minister would be 

able to exercise a closer supervision over the work. He

has never been in Montreal to visit the Laboratories.

The Laboratories were organized in the autumn of 

I913., an arrangement having been made by which McGill Uni

versity undertook to provide accommodation and to allow 

the use, without charge, of certain equipment in the Fac

ulty of Applied Science. Dr. McIntyre was the first

superintendent

<>Y: ■ 'M
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He retired within asuperintendent of the Laboratories, 

year to accept a very lucrative post in one of the large

paper and pulp industries in the United States.

who took charge of the in-

He was

succeeded by Dr. John Bates 
stallation of the staff and of the buildings, 684-700 Uni-

Dr. Bates then obtained perversity Street, in 1914. 
mission from the Department of Forestry to establish an

This Committee consisted of the Di-Advisory Committee. 
rector of the Forestry Branch, Mr. R. H. Campbell;

Dr. Bates, representing the laboratories ; Dr. Adams, Prof. 

Ma okay and Dr. Rut tan*, representing McGill; Mr ^ Carl Ri or- 

don or his Manager, Mr. Thome, representing the Riordon

Paper and Pulp Company; Mr. F. A. Sabbaton, representing
J. Stabler, representing 

This Committee met two or

the Laurentide Company; and Mr. 

the Belgo-Canadian Company, 
three times a year up to the autumn of 191?, since then it

Dr. Bates resigned in 1919.has not been called together.

Mr. William Kynoch was appointed in 1920 and is at present 

superintendent of the laboratories. 

contains the offices and most of the laboratories, 

addition there is a paper mill, housed in a building erect- 

In this there is a very valuable and complete 

paper machine and various accessories now in perfect run- 

All of the apparatus and equipment necessary 

for experimental work in paper and pulp on a semi-commercial 
scale have been installed, with the exception of two large 

sized digesters for which plans and specifications have 

been prepared and which can be installed at once if the

The MoIson house is in very 

bad condition but not dangerous, and could probably have 

its foundation strengthened at a comparatively small cost.

The old Molson house

In

ed in 1918.

ning order.

laboratories remain here.

Many other houses have been so treated in this vicinity.

The
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The Laboratories are now in good working order 
and carrying on research work, as well as technical ser
vice in connection with various products which could 
be obtained elsewhere^ The Laboratories, however, have 
not been able to obtain

not

a specialist in paper and pulp to 
replace Mr. 0. F. Bryant who resigned in 1918, 
they need most, a highly trained cellulose chemist;

or, what
owing

to the small salaries offered by the Civil Service 
mission, they lost Mr. Janson in 1918, one of the best

Com-

cellulose chemists in America, who was induced to go to 
the United States. At present there are thirty-five 
ployees, of whom about twenty-four or twenty-five are 
technicians.

em-

The attitude of the Minister and of the Deputy 
Minister is such as to rather discourage research work. 
They hold the opinion that research should be carried out
by the industries themselves, rather than by a Government
bureau. Hence it is evident that they wish to confine the 
activities of the Laboratories, if they be moved to Ottawa, 
to technical service. The Laboratories have done more re
search work in the past than any other department of the 
Government, with the exception, perhaps, of the Department 
of Agriculture and the Mines Branch of the Geological Survey.

If the Laboratories remain in Montreal in close 
connection with McGill, it will be em encouragement to 
friends of the University to provide us with a Forestry De
partment and to supply a chemical engineer for the Depart
ment of Chemistry, who, while having the general qualifications 
and experience of a chemical engineer, would be 
on paper and pulp.

a specialist
If McGill were so equipped, it would be 

quite possible to make the University a centre of technical
education.in connection with Canada's 
dustry.

greatest chemical in-

Mr. Eynoch
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Mr. Kynoch, who is an expert in timber and for

estry, is very strongly in favour of keeping the labora
tories in Montreal and is willing, so far as is in his 
power, to cooperate with the University in establishing 
a school for training experts in paper and pulp. 
Laboratories have obtained greater recognition by the 
public on account of their connection with McSill than 
they would as a Department of the Federal Government.
All those immediately connected with the laboratories 
recognise this.

The

If the laboratories go to Ottawa in the near 
future, they will undoubtedly become routine departmental 
laboratories with no incentive or encouragement for re
search, and it would be difficult later on to make them

This latter course has
They would, however, 

lose the advantage of immediate contact with the University 
and its scientific branches, as well as not having access 
to such a library as we have in the Department of Chemistry. 
Personally, I consider the best interests of Canada and of 
the Laboratories themselves can be served by keeping them

If they be moved to Ottawa, 
this should be done later on when they could be made a 
special department in the Research Institute, where suf
ficient salaries would be offered to attract first class 
research men in cellulose and in the utilization of the

part of a Research Institute. 
been advocated by Sir George Foster.

in connection with McGill.

waste products of the wood industry.
-j-n discussing the question with Dr. Adams, he 

suggested that the University offer the Department the 
right to build a laboratory on the present site under

If that be refused, a powerful 
effort might be made to bring political influence to
favorable conditions.

bear

M
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Wrbear upon the Government by the University and the city.

Respectfully submitted,

f
t

Department of Chemistry, 
McGill University,22nd October, 1J2.Î.

'
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Extracts from a Beport by Mr. Kynoch

1
products Laboratories be Maintained in Canada,?.Should Forest

The question whether Laboratories of this kind 

maintained in Canada admits of no answer but the

Ample justification of this
should be
most decided affirmative. 
statement is furnished by considerations of which the fol-

few which readily suggest themselves:-lowing are a
(a) The per capita consumption of timber is 

for many years been, steadily increasing in all the civil-

, and has

the world for which figures are available:iaed countries of 
wood is continually becoming more valuable commercially.

(b) The existing Canadian industries dependent upon

timber are, in the aggregate, second in economic import-

timber is Canada’sonly to the agricultural industries:an ce
most important purely natural produc u.

Canada is easily the leading timber-producing

Therefore timber research 

well as a national

(c)
country in the British Empire. 
in this country possesses an imperial as

significance.
(d) Research applied to forest products unquestionably

great economic possibilities as proved by what has 

accomplished in this field, particularly in the
presents 

already been 

United States.
(e) The foundation of a first class Forest Products 

Laboratory has already been solidly constructed at our
Laboratories.

Forest Products.
The term forest products, in the sense in which

It refersit is here used, is a somewhat elastic one.
natural and immediate products of the for-

commodities manufac
ne t only to the 
est but includes also all articles or

tured therefrom.

m
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- Alore particularly therefore the function of the 
Ji orest rroducts mo ora to ries is research and technical 
service in connection with:-

(a) Every article in the manufacture

«r®
of which timber 

is directly utilized, e.g. railway ties, furniture, 
(b) Derived products, e.g. pulp and paper, artificial 

silk, alcohols, acetic acid.
(c) Minor products, 

resins.

.tilization of by-products or wastes now worth
less, many of which are of potential or possible 
commercial value, such as waste sulphite liquor 
(containing over 40fo of the original 
sawdust and other wood wastes, barks.

e.g. turpentine, essential oils,

m wood material),

$4
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Extract *rom

"THE PULP AiTO PAPER MAGAZINE. n

Eebmary 16th, 1922.

"PULP AND PAPER AT MeGILL".

It is hardly more than once in a lifetime that an opportunity 

like the present comes to a University for establishing a work that will 

have such a wide influence as would the establishment of a course in pulp 

and paner making at he Grill University.

tion on the continent better provided with equipment for all the work 

properly incident to such a course, as the well-known university so ably 

presided over by the world renowned Gen. Sir Arthur Currie, 

but another instance of Sir Arthur’s foresight and initiative to recommend 

and assist in the establishment of Canada's first school of pulp and

There is no industry in Canada which would profit

There is no educational institu-

It would be

paner manufacture.

more from a specialized course of this character and there is none better 

able or more inclined- to give willing and helpful co-operation.

The present is the most opportune time that could possibly be 

The announcement has just been made or the munifiaient be

quest of Mrs. E.B. Eddy in the establishment of a chair of Industrial 

Chemistry, with particular reference to the working out of problems in

conceived.

the pulp and paper industry, 

highly resnected than that of the man who established and built up the 

great manufacturing enterprise at Hull, a name that is known the world 

over as a manufacturer of pulp and paper, matches, lumber and mimerous

It is natural and fitting then,that 

the Mrs. E. B. Eddy chair should carry with the obligation that the 

dowment should be devoted particularly to the study of problems and giv-

There is no name in Canadian Industry more

other articles produced from wood.

en-
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ing instruction in subjects connected with wood and its utilization.

There are few chemical industries in Canada that do not in some way touch

upon the chemistry of wood so that this subject becomes very near being 

the keynote of industrial chemistry in Canada. Certainly the pulp and 

paper industry, apart from the source of this bequest, has a proper claim 
to the major activities of such' a professorship.

industrial activity which hold greater promise of development or which
There are few lines of

have greater need for high class research work than is to be found in the 

many problems confronting those interested in the products of the forest. 

These problems range all the way from many puzzlinp- points in the funda

mental chemistry of the wood itself, even goiny back to the soil and the 

atmosnhere where the tree grows, and on down through the many processes 

of conversion to the properties of pulp and paper and the elusive molecules 

of the mysterious substances in the waste liquors.

simply in the tabulation of the problems that are even now pressing for 

It is a curious fact, furthermore, that the attack on one 

problem is almost sure to open up three or four more that depend on it 

and that in some cases must be solved before the original line of re

search can be followed to completion.

Instruction in pulp and paner subjects and research in 
fundamental problems to be most effective, requires familiarity with, 

or expression in terms of mill equipment.

equipped paper mill of semi-commercial size at the Torest Products

Pages can be written

solution.

The proximity of the well

Laboratories o^ Canada which are housed in McGill property furnish un

surpassed opportunities. Besides the paper making equipment already in
stalled and only occasionally used, there was recently built an additional
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. ■building designed to accomodate two digesters, one for pulp making by
Specif!cationsacid processes, and another for alkaline processes, 

were worked out for this equipment through the cooperation o^ the
kv

advisory committee to the laboratories appointed to the Technical 
Section o* the Pulp and Paner Association so that the apparatus could

In ^act, it is understoodbe ordered and installed without delay, 
that there has been an nporonriation of the Dominion Trusty Branch

I

for this purpose.
Mention was made in these columns last week of the 

desirability o* a closer cooperation between the University and the 
Laboratories and now that the announcement hs.s "^een made o the en
dowment o^ the Mrs. E.B.Sddy Chair, it seems that nothing should stand 
in the way o working out an arrangement that would be mos u oeneficial 

to all narties.



Ottawa, 28th May, 1921.

The Right Honourable Sir Oeo*ge E. T*oste 
Minister of Trade and Co Bierce 

Ottawa, Ont.
• P.C.,0.O.M.0»,

De r Sir Oeorge

I received your letter of May 25th with enclosure from Mr. J. 9. Hunter regarding the 
tra efer of the Torest Pr duets laboratory from 
Montreal to Ottawa.

You ask whether ny, or all, of the 
work done at nresent in connection with laboratories 
is necessary to the Departmental -work. There is 
practically no routine Departmental work c Tried on 
in the forest Products L boratory. It is planned 
research laboratory for the development of forest 
roducts. The research work was carried on under three 
neadings -

":y

ma a■
•Æ

m

(1) Paper and Pulp
J2) Timber te ting in all its branches 
fK) Timber preservation

A number of minor researches were 
on under Dr. Bates.carrie

I* had a Research Institute, the work 
O'c the Forest Products Laboratory could be carried on in 
the Institute t utilising the present excellent equipment 
n°w possessed by that Laboratory. If it were removed from 
the epartment and placed under the Research Institute, it 
weuld have the moral and financial sunnort of the whole

a,try*

m■

I regret to note that it is proposed to 
remove the Laboratory to Ottawa, as I am afraid the effect 
of transferring it to Ottawa will not be conducive to the 
spirit of investigation which has characterised that 
Labor tory in the ast.

I am .
Very sincerely yours.

dm ini strative Oh ili man.

RPR/BMcC

mm i

■■
I
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July 14th, 1922.

m
■

Hon. Charles Stewart, 
Minister of the Interior, 
Ottawa.

Dear Mr. Stewart:-
In reply to your letter of the 

29th of June which I found awaiting my attention 
on my return from the '.’est I regret to say that 
McGill University is unable at present to provide 
rent free accommodation for the Forests Products 
Laboratories which you would regard as suitable.

7*e have at present no accommodation 
to spare and the demands for increase'’ accommodation 
by our‘several Departments are so great that we can
not look forward to supplying what you would regard

lèveras suitable quarters for some time to come, 
theless I think it would be a very great pity and a 
very great mistake to remove these Laboratories to 
Ottawa. In all seriousness I submit that the Govern
ment should accept the offer which I made on behalf 
of McGill, namely to supply the ground on which^the 
Government oould ereot a suitable building to house 
the Laboratories and to carry on the work which they 
are at present doing. I doubt very much, whether it 
will be cheaper for you to move those Laboratories 
to Ottawa than to provide yourself accommodation here. 
You will have to go to the expense of moving, to the 
expense of fitting up the building in Ottawa as a laboratory, to the expense of purchasing considerable 
necessary machinery and equipment which is owned by us 
here and which ve allow the Laboratories to use. The 
cost of administration in Ottawa will be no less than 
if the buildings were administered here.

Your policy of breaking up the association 
of these Laboratories with a University which has a large 
staff of very eminent scientists engaged in research work



n^It°1ft1 ?r ï?ïir40n^ ^rre establishing in Kingston,
i.dûatïy eolely^^oa'set/the^TaîlZMe asLeîaSon®
with .ueen's University. 71

j y *

'Son. Charles Stewart 2 -

Oopy to Mr. Marier.

/

Yours faithfully,

iliPliES'JSe Laboratories, nor by the leaders in research 
thought and activity i*> Canada.

Principal.

*223■HHH
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OTTAWA,
29th June, 1922.

M
IsMy dear Sir Arthur,-

AdvertinA to previous correspondence and 
interviews which we Have had relative to accommodation 
for the Sorest Products Laboratories,_I may say that, 
unless suitable accommodation is provided rent free m 
Montreal, we will have to proceed immediately with the 
arrangements which we have made for trie transfer oi me 
Laboratories to Ottawa, where we have a suitable oui Id mg 

I cannot assume responsibility for retaining
t unsafe and unsatisfactoryin vievz as 

the Laboratories in the presen 
quarters.

I would feel obliged if you would write me 
living me an indication as to whetrer you nave oeen able 
to secure the required accommodation for us.

lours faithfully,

O

Sir Arthur ff. Currie, O.C.M.G., K.C.B., LL.D., 
Principal,

McGill University,
MONT MAL.

|

t■
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McGILL UNIVERSITY,

MONTREAL.

DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY

FRANCIS E. LLOYD
Macdonald Phofkssor of Botany

CARRIE M. DERICK
Professor oir Morphological Botant

15 June, lt21.
Sir Arthur iurrie, rircipal, 

AcGill University.

-ly de a ' Arthur:

i, , . . ri attention has been drawn on several occasions
est ’Produets^aborat02 rfwed^oS^Gill1^ Ottawa.

$

„ ;' Ould this be done, I for my part would revretfor the reason that, with our assured equipment fer bo ta ?... 1 
Apartment of BMany will he in Ap^ïtîon to cooperate 

. -*-6 011/615/ v 1f/ uhe -lorest roducts laboratory in giving s'1 ec' a"*as fir P-Z is mthUerS helatl7 *• obtain eco^omic^M?01®1
this L Artless w 0f -,aper pulp diseases. I mention
- - particular, because we are now planning for work along this

it,

line.

, . . , Mention has been made of the possibilitv of
seripS+neî?ia fC':+01 for aper manufacture. 11 is proposal may
universit^dAn^?*6 !h&t We have the Possibilities in our various 
uni/e-sity departments concerned a splendid opportunity of
lirg|,to Lje'work and f1”8’ ™B 3ep rtalent 00uld contribute 
Professor Deric] ai anxious that this should be done, 

concurs with me in this.

, . , 1 beS to inclose a memorandum covering this
t° aSf you’ if 1 ma^» t0 tai:e the matter under 

considérât!on from the Université* point of
the problem of housing the Forest
one because of the condition of the
understand that after all there is
in, ven if it looks to

view. I realize that 
oducts laboratory is a difficult 
premises now occupied. But I 

no danger of the house falling 
a layman to be in a precarious condition.

faithfully yours,

:

/(1~ ir<—
yêe.

mm i
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there having been erected a few years ago, an addi
tion designed to accommodate digesters and other 

There lias been a rumor about for some time, that pulp making equipment. The property belongs to Mc- 
the Department of the Interior has been contemplât- Gill University and it will not be unreasonable to ex- 
ing the removal of the Forest Products Laboratories of pect that the advantages of association with the Labor- 
Canada from their present quarters in Montreal, to 
new

MOVING THE FOREST PRODUCTS 
LABORATORIES.

atories might induce the University faculty to pro
location at Ottawa. Correspondence with the vide out of their new building fund for better housing 

Department confirms the rumor that this matter has 0f their tenants, 
been contemplated but no definite step has been taken 

yet. The reason for, or the advantage in, making 
such a move was asked for but no information on that

The advantages of association with the University 
go far beyond the mere question of shelter. There are 
at the University a number of timber testing machines 
which are in very frequent use by the Laboratories 
staff and also used for instructional work by the Uni- 

.. , j . versity staff. Part of this equipment belongs to the
review of the work accomplished and that m progress, Laboratories and is installed at the University fo 
together with the problems pressing for solution, it 
seems perfectly clear that what is needed at the pres
ent time is a little more generous appropriation for 
staff in order to cope with the present situation rather

as

point has been forthcoming. We assume that there is 
neither.

From air occasional visit to the laboratories and a

r con
venience and other parts belong to the University and 
are at the disposal of the Laboratories staff. This
makes it possible to have practically double the equip
ment that either institution could afford by itself. Fur- 

spend money in moving to other quarters ther than this, the personnel of both institutions are 
whose preparation for tlm work of the laboratories at hand for consultation and mutual assistance. This 
would be even more expensive.

than to

cooperation between the University and the Labora- 
Moving the Laboratories to Ottawa would be, in our tories has apparently been more extensively developed 

mind, advantageous under only one circumstance ; that with regard to the mechanical and physical properties 
is, the establishment of Central Research Bureau of timbers than has been the case with regard to the 
which would include facilities for the investigation of utilization of wood in the manufacture of pulp and 
the basic problems affecting Canada’s important in- paper. It is in this direction that we are most inter-
dustries, particularly those founded on our unexcelled ested although we fully appreciate the value of the 
natural resources. Until such a central bureau is es- work done by the other departments, such for in- 
tablished and can supply facilities for investigations stance, as measuring of fibres, the examination into 
and immediate expert advice in pure science to those the causes of and remedies for the growth of fungus 
investigating industrial problems, it will be far better and the preservation of timber for mill roofs, 
to leave the Laboratories in their present location We have felt that the Dominion of Canada as a 
where cooperation with one of Canada s leading Uni- whole, and those interested in the Pulp and Paper Di
versities is not only possible but practicable. dustrv in particular, have seriously suffered from the 

There will come a time when certain departments lack of co-ordination between the faculty of Applied 
of the Laboratories will require safe housing. The Science at McGill and the pulp and paper division of 
present structure, while attractive from the outside the Laboratories. We fully appreciate the valuable 
to one whose eye does not notice the considerable de- work that has been done with the equipment and funds 
viation of the walls from the vertical, and not incon- at the disposal of the limited staff of this branch for 
vepiently arranged inside, is becoming inadequate to several years but we are certain that it would mean 
the possibilities for service if better quarters were dollars to the people of Canada and more efficient 
available. The building has been gradually sinking operation of mills and more complete utilization of 
until it has really become unsafe and should be re- pulpwood if a director of exceptional ability could have 
placed. This building houses the Departments of been afforded by the Laboratories. Opportunities in- 
Timber Physics and the general offices of the Labora- vestigations in pulp and paper making and cellulose 
tories but not the Pulp and Paper Division, which chemistry, together with the problem of the disposal 
is accommodated in a separate building which is at or utilization of mill wastes, are almost unlimited.
present quite adequate to the needs of this department, >fany of these problems Eire not very urgent bqt there
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are many others which are pressing for immediate that the young graduate will be far more useful to the 
solution in order to prevent manufacturing losses, to industry he chooses to connect himself with if he could 
eliminate wastes and to promote more efficient methods have some training in the organization and conduct 
of manufacturing which would thus put Canadian in- of his attack on some industrial problem under the 
dustries in a position to compete more effectively with direction of a trained research man. We hardly see 
the industries in other countries where more attention how a young man can otherwise obtain an appreciation

of the factors involved in industrial operation nor the 
Canada (has no School of Pulp and Paper Making; means of obtaining adequate, essential data with the 

Canada has not even a single University course in pulp least interference with mill operation. The very 
and paper manufacture. McGill University and the aquaintance he would get with measuring instruments 
University of Toronto include four lectures on this and a bit of practice in cutting and fitting pipe would 
important industry in a series on Industrial Applica- put the University man on an altogether different and 
tions of Chemistry. This is good as far as it goes but better status with the mill man than he enjoys at 
it does not meet the situation. It is true that indus- present and his services will be worth far more to his 
trial development and the perfection of processes b> employer, 
volving the natural sciences depends more on a thor-

has been paid to scientific developments.

It seems a shame that for so many years this oppor- 
ough knowledge of fundamental scientific principles tunity of giving students some practical mill work and 
than on a superficial knowledge of some particular in- in the development of a course dealing particularly 
dustry but it cannot be denied that a young man en- with Canada’s most important manufacturing industry 
tering the pulp and paper industry as a career will has been neglected. Under the direction of a qualified 
enve more satisfactory service and will be happier in research man the work of investigation on many mi
nis environment if he has had an opportunity of carry- portant problems could be organized in such a way as 
insr out himself on a semi-commercial scale, the various to collect the necessary data and at the same time give 
operations of the pulp and paper mill. Such a prac- the students experience in the organization and inter- 
tical laboratory work should of course, be based on prêtât ion of research work and the operation of pulp 
an adequate course of lectures covering the entire in- and paper mill equipment. Such an opportunity as 
dustrv. His mill work may be circumscribed. The the present close association between the University 
stud puts training should also include study and ex- and the Laboratories offers would be entirely lost and 
neUence on the properties of cellulose. The class -work without any compensating gain if the Laboratories 
and the experimental laboratory work would naturally moved elsewhere. The idea of divided services is prob- 
be most efficiently done at the University but the ably a bugaboo that has tended to scare the Forestry 
practical operation of mill machinery and the control Branch from co-ordinating the work in both institutions 
of manufacturing processes could not be better provid- under one man but there was a very successful prece- 
ed for than at the Forest Products Laboratories. The dent for such divided services in the experience of the 
same man

wore

should be in charge of the work at both first Superintendent of the Laboratories who at the 
places. Such an arrangement would provide for the same time was also editor of the Pulp and Paper Mag- 
development of the best trained body of operating azine and secretary of the Canadian Pulp and Paper 
engineers who would be available anywhere during Association. The work of the Laboratories is 
the near future.

now too
There is certainly no place on this big for the superintendent to hold another position at 

confinent where sych combination of facilities is avail- the same time but the work in the Pulp and Paper 
r'h1'1 anr* Ifie continuation of the plan of the division could not only be carried on simultaneously
Technical Section for placing University students in with teaching at the University, but such a combination 
the mills for vacation work, there attaches a purpose- would be a distinct advantage to both institutions and 
ful meaning to a University course which is of the an unqualified advantage to the student and the in- 
greatest benefit to both the student and the mill.

It will be remarked that the first purpose of the
dustry with which he would later be connected.

No, Mr. Stewart, please don’t move the Forest Prod- 
Laboratories is the investigation of the problems as- ucts Laboratories of Canada to Ottawa or anywhere 
sociated with the utilization of timber and that the else until you have an institution 
first duty of the University is to train the investigators to connect it with, but rather 
who will attempt to solve these problems. What could University faculty and work out 
be more logical or advantageous therefore, than to cooperation, 
associate these two institutions and conduct the work _____ ________

as good as McGill 
get together with the 
some means for closer

of training and investigating in conjunction? At pre- To try to make others comfortable is the only way 
sent we understand that the investigation of a prob- to get comfortable ourselves, and that comes partly of
Iem as a basis for the writing of a thesis is not required n°f ',eing able to think so much about ourselves when

we are helping other people.for graduation in the department of Chemistry al
though we understand that essays are sometimes writ
ten on certain phases of industrial work. We believe m,T„he„wTtt=drr,d°a ml any m™ “ ,ivi"S b”‘ «-y
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| ■El™ The Possibilities of Co-operation between 

the Forest Products Laboratories of Canada and McGill University.

r
• -iil§_Importance of the F.P.L. as a technological institution.

fa) Forest products, as a national resource, 

importance to agriculture only.

(b) Some of the largest Canadian industries fe.

are second in PM

g., lumber, pulp, 
oap©r, building, ..ood-products etc.) are dependent upon forest 
products for their chief raw materials.

fc) Canada is the largest timber and pulp producing country 
the British Empire.

within

fd) The world is using wood faster than 

faster than it can be
ever before and much

The proper utilization of wood 
is one means of counteracting the inevitable shortage. 

fe) Very little scientific study has been devoted

growno

!

to wood as com-
pared with other materials.

ff) The P.P.It* have valuable equipment for scientific and technical 

research into wood and wood-products. They have instruments 
for investigating the chemical and physical nature of woods, 

machines for testing the strength of timbers, plant for methods 

of preserving timber, plant and apparatus for making pulp and

a fine paper machine specially arranged for experimental work. 

A library of books and periodicals relating to the utilization 

of forest products is kept abreast of the world1s knowledge of 
such subjects.

The staff is familiar with the problems offered by the work 

and have now some experience in dealing with them.

tH
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2» The possibilities of co-operation.

fa) Already the F.P.I. receive valuable assistance from the Univer

sity - first, by the provision of premises at 700 University 

Street; second, by the use of the testing laboratory in the 
Engineering Building, 

the F.P.L. have the occasional use of the college machines for
In the latter instance the staff of

special work.

fb) In the past the staff of the F.P.L. has provided lecturers for 

special courses at the University. The special knowledge 
possessed by members of the staff should make this feature a
valuable one to the University. The following scientific 
and technological courses might be given by the aid of the
staff of the FoP.L.

I-» To botanists, architects and engineers:- lectures on the 

structure of wood, on the physical characters of wood, on 

the mechanical properties of wood, on the causes and 

prevention of decay of wood, on the methods of preserving 
timbers.

2. To chemists and chemical engineers:- lectures on the manu

facture of pulp and paper, lectures on the chemistry of 

wood and other sources of cellulose, methyl alcohol, acetic 
acid etc♦

!

More than lectures might be provided and the excellent equip

ment available for the use of a Pulp and Paper School would 

perhaps be a considerable factor in deciding upon the founda
tion of such a department. By coming to an arrangement by

as
_________

lb!

■
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whicli the chief of the Division 

AD.I. should also direct the instruction 

*kper School it should he 

available without either the Gove rumen t 

paying a large amount. 

offer an amount which would 

salary which such a 

Some of the students attending such 

paper could be absorbed by the laboratories.

of Pulp and Paper in the

in the Pulp and

possible to secure the best man

or the University 

separately, neither is likely to

Up
a

;
compare favourably with the

man could obtain in the industry.

a course in pulp and

m
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Cooperation with McGill University

in which the Forest Products Laboratories 
might assist.

Memorandum:-

Subj ects

Applied Science

Engineering:

Strength of materials 
Structures
Testing methods peculiar to timber 
Wood Preservation 
Selection of materials

Chemical Engineering:

Pulp and Paper 
Chemistry of wood 
Wood distillation

Architecture

Selection of materials 
Special constructions
Prevention of decay by suitable design 
Preservative treatments 
Wood finish

Physics:

Hygroscopicity of wood and relation to atmosphere 
Kiln-drying

Botany:

V/ood structure
Physics and chemistry of wood
Wood-destroying fungi (Pathology of wood)

\

as«5V
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CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY
OFFICE OFTHE PRESIDENT

Montreal November 1st, 1921.

General Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G. ,K.C.B., LL.D., 
Principal, '

McGill University M entre 1.
My dear Sir Arthur:

m'âI have carefully read the memoranda and 

correspondence contained in your file relative to the 

threatened transference of the Forest Products Laboratories 

from Montreal to Ottawa. It would be a great pity if 
these laboratories were transferred as it is apparent that 

the same work cannot be done at Ottawa or such work as is 

done cannot be as well done as would be the case in con

junction with the University and with the utilization of 

the University's other facilities and staff, 

very much whether any immediate move will be made but I 
would suggest that you drop a note to Sir James Lougheed 

stating that before anything definite is decided upon you 

desire that yourself and myself should have the opportunity 

of disclosing all the facts to him. 

probable that you will receive an immediate answer to the 

effect that nothing will be done until after the elections. 

This, in the circumstances, will, I think, be satisfactory.
Youry^veryjtruly// Z1

I doubt

It is more than

•» 03



Ootober
nineteenth

1922.

Herbert Marier, Esq.,
701 Transportation Building, 
Montreal.

Dear Mr. Marier

I thank you for your letter of the 
17th of October re the Forest Products Laboratories.

For your information I may say that 
a committee of the Pulp and Paper industries is 
meeting a committee of MoOill University, with a view 
to ascertain how this University can beet serve that

The fate of the Forest Products Laboratoriesindustry, 
is associated with that meeting.

I may say that all the Pulp and Paper 
people are firmly of the opinion that these Laboratories 

/ should be loft where they are and also that Ottawa is 
the last place on earth where they should be placed.
You probably know Mr. Chahoon of the Laurentide Company. 
He frankly and positively states that if the Laboratories 
are moved to Ottawa they will be no nee whatever to the 
Pulp and Paper industry.

I tha-^k you for the. assurance (really 
not necessary) that we can always look to you for 
assistance in any representations we mhy make to the 
Government.

' Yours faithfully,

Principal.

. ■ _____________ _________ .. r_______________________________ .
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701 Transportation Building, 
Montreal, 17th October 1922.

HERBERT MARLER

Sir Arthur W. Currie, G.C.M.G.,X.C.B.L.L.D., 
Principal of McGill University,
Sherbrooke Street West,
Montreal, P.Q.
Dear Sir Arthur, BE FOREST PRODUCTS LABORATORIES :

In this matter the Honourable Charles 
Stewart now advises me under date the 21st of September last 
that the question of Forest Products Laboratories in Mont
real is receiving further consideration seeing that Mr.Beatty 
has advised the Government that the Governors of McGill Uni
versity are prepared to provide accomodation and facilities.
I wrote you in this matter on the 6th of September last.

Mr. Stewart's letter above referred to 
of the 21st of September last was received at my office during 
my absence, hence my reason for not having attended to it ear
lier.

If I can be of further help or service to 
you in this matter do not hesitate to command such help.

//Yours sincerely,



____________________________________
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APSGîMC.
September
Fifth
1922.

r

Honourable Charles Stewart, 
Minister of The Interior, 
Ottawa®

Bear Sir:-
I acknowledge receipt of your letter 

of August 29th addressed to the Principal, 
has left for the West and will not he hack before the
1st of October.

Sir Arthur

Since the matter you speak of, 
however, appears to be urgent I have sent a copy of 
your letter to Mr. iS.W.Beatty, the Chancellor of the 
University, and you may expect to hear from him within 
the next few days.

Yours faithfully,

Secretary.

■■■m
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701 Transportation Building, 
Montreal, 6th September 1922

Sir Arthur W. Currie, G.C.M.G., K.C.B., LL.D., 
Principal of McGill University,

Sherbrooke Street West,
Montreal.

RB RORBST PRODUCTS LABORATORIES:Dear Sir Arthur,

On the 9th of August last I wrote you in

connection with this matter. I also wrote to the Honourable

Charles Stewart, Minister of the Interior. He at that time

was out of town on a visit to the West.

He has now written me under date the 29th of

August last giving various reasons as to why he thinks it would

He did say how

ever in his letter that after considering the whole matter he 

came to the conclusion that if McGill was prepared to assure 

him that a suitable building would be provided, rent free, he

be better to move the laboratories to Ottawa.

was willing to submit for consideration that action towards re-

Apparently McGill cannotmoval be deferred for the time being.

furnish the building required.

I have written again to Mr. Stewart saying that 

while I am not convinced that his reasons are conclusive to the 

extent that the laboratories would be better in Ottawa than Mc

Gill, because in my opinion they would be better at McGill, never

theless I presume that great weight requires to be given to his 

various reasons.

O

%
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LL.D. , 6th September 1922Sir Arthur W. Currie. A.G.B.,
%

Needless to say if I can he of further service in 
this matter to you please do not hesitate to command such ser
vice.

Yours sincerely,



_____________________________________________________ .____________
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APSGîMC. September
Fifth
1922.

E. W. Beatty, Esq 
Présider?t, Canadian Pacific Railway, 
Montreal.

• »

Bear Mr. Beatty:-
FOREST PRODUCTS LABORATORIES.

I enclose copy of a letter addressed 
v0 rincipal by the Hon. Charles Stewart, which I
think probably needs immediate attention.

In view of the attitude taken by the 
Board of Governors at its last meeting in regard to this 
matter, being such as to indicate that they would like 
to see these Laboratories remain connected with McGill,
I thought that possibly you might be willing to say at 
this time that the University was prepared to furnish 
proper accommodation for them.

I have written to Mr. Stewart today 
acknowledging receipt of his letter and stating that he 
might expect to hear from you in the course of a few days.

Mr."Lawrence's estimate for the cost of 
furnishing the accommodation in question has been held up 
pending the return of the Government Superintendent here.



\

»

E. W« Beatty, Esq. 2

I believe he is expected this week. I can, however, 

give you art approximate figure within a few days.

Yours faithfully.

Secretary.

i
I

\

■I
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Ottawa, Ontario,
August 29th. 1922.

Dear Sir Arthur Currie

Upon ny return to the City, I have 
iiad placed before me your correspondence relative to 
one removal 01 the forest Products Laboratories from 
Lent real to Ottawa, end I note that the McGill University 
is unable to provide, rent free, suitable accommodation " 
for these Laboratories.

It is regrettable that you appear to 
be unable to secure proper accommodation, 
been holding space here for some considerable time awaiting 
your occasion, and I fear I shall have to give the Public 
forks Department an answer in the very near future.
Oi.mg to the inadequacy of the building on your premises 
and the serious conditions it is in at the present time,
I fear that it will be necessary for my Department to 
take action as indicated.

I have

Believe me,
Yours faithfull-

49
Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G., K.C.B., 

Principal, McGill University, 
Montreal.

*
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701 Transportation Building, 
Montreal, 9th August 1922.

HERBERT MARLER

Sir Arthur W. Currie, G•G.M.G. ,k.C.B.L.L.D, 
Principal of McGill University,
Sherbrooke Street West,
Montreal, P.Q.
Dear Sir Arthur,

In reference to my letter to you of the 1st 
of August instant as I indicated therein 1 wrote to the Hon
ourable Charles Stewart respecting the matters referred to in

I now have a reply from the Minister's Secretary 
acknowledging my letter and stating that my representations 
will be brought before him on his return from the West.
Secretary encloses a copy of Mr. Stewart’s letter to you of 
the 29th of June last the contents of which you had already 

placed before me.

such letter.

The

I will follow this matter up and will be very 
glad if you will keep in touch with me so that I can render you 

all possible service. z
Yours sincerely,

1U



701 Transportation Building, 
Montreal, 1st August 1922.

HERBERT MARLER

Sir Arthur .Currie, k.C.B., 
Principal of McGill University, 
Sherbrooke Street West,
Montreal, P.Q.
Dear Sir Arthur, RE FOKBST PRODUCTS LABORATORIES :

In this matter I acknowledge the receipt 
of your letter of the 14th of July last,which reached me only 
this morning,enclosing copy of letter written under like date 
to the Minister of the Interior.

I remember the conversation between the 
Minister of the Interior, Dr. Ruttan and yourself at Ottawa 
last May.

Although l fear I cannot persuade the 
Minister otherwise I am writing to him in an attempt to con
sider the position of the McGill University in this matter 
and asking his assistance.

Yours sincerely,
■
;
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Ottawa, Ontario,

July 20th. 1922,

Sir

In the absence of the Honourable Hr, 
Stewart, I beg to acknowledge the receipt of your 
letter of the iZjth instant with regard to the Forests 
Products Laboratories.

In order that your representations may 
be given attention, I am referring your letter to the 
Deputy IHnister of the Interior, IL'. W. Cory.

Yours faithfully,

J.B.FEatherston,
Private Secretary.

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G LLJ>K.C.B
Principal, McGill University, 

Montreal.
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OTTAWA Ontario,
20 th May, 1922.

My dear Sir Arthur,-

With further reference
to my letter of the 16th instant, if you will 
let me know your decision in regard to the 
provision of a suitable building, rent free,
Ior _ the Sorest Products Laboratories in Montreal, 
I will send Mr. Finlavson at once to insnect 
the building.

Yours faithfully,

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G., K.C.B., 
Principal,

McGill University, 
Montreal.

LL.D.,



Yours faithfully,
.C.B.,LL.D.,

Adverting to our recent interview res
pecting the proposal to remove the Forest Products Labora
tories from Montreal to Ottawa, I would point out that while 
there are strong administrative reasons why the laboratories 
should be located at Ottawa, nevertheless in view of the 
representations which you have made I would be prepared to 
submit for the consideration of my olleagues a suggestion 
that action be deferred for the tim being if I had some 
definite assurance that we would be provided immediately with 
a suitable building in Montreal. As matters stand now the 
building in which the Laboratories are housed is in such a 
poor state of repair that the lives of the employees are en
dangered and we cannot assume responsibility ior what might 
transpire. The building cannot be put in a safe condition 
and some other building will have to be provided. There is 
a suitable building available in Ottawa,"

that you may know just wi 
of our oung men Mr. E.
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OTTAWA,
16th May, 1922.

My dear Sir Arthur,-
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Ottawa, Feüruary 27 , 1922.

Sir Art.ur Gurrie, G.C.M.G. ,K. C.B. ,LL.D. 
Principal, McGill University, 

Montreal, P.Q.

My dear Sir Artnur;- Re ,orest Products Laboratories

Upon receipt of your letter of the l<±th

instant, I immediately communicated with Mr. Stewart, the 

the Interior, respecting its representations 

concerning the removal of the forest products laboratories 

from Montreal to Ottawa.

Minister of

I enclose for your perusal the 

communication I received from him in reply. As mentioned 

in the concluding paragraph of this letter, before taking 

final action in this matter, Mr. Stewart will be pleased 

to carefully consider any representations which you may 

wish to make or have made on behalf of McGill University.

I might say that I would have forwarded 

the enclosed letter to you before this, had it not been 

that I had all along been hoping that I might have an early 

chance of seeing and conversing with you in Montreal.

There are other letters which I have received from you

of which I have sent no acknowledgement but for which
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I wish to thank you. This I had hoped to be able to do

while in Montre- 1 today . Unfortunately, the nature of

my engagements proved to be such that I failed altogether

to find the free moment in which to call upon you. As a

consequence, I am sending this letter by way of explanation,

dictating itrby the way-on my way back to Ottawa from

Montreal, whence I took Mr. Stewart's letter to show to you.

You will, I am sure, be the first to appjreci&te
nthe great pressure of work I have been under since the
■

change of Addnistration. This alone accounts for the de

plorable state of much of my correspondence. Particuarly

do I wish to thank you for the more than kind letter which

I received from you within a day or two after the general 

elections. It was one of a few letters to which I hoped 

to be able to reply by hand, but the moment of leisure 

essential to even so slight a recognition of a great kind

ness has thus far failed to present itself. Under the 

circumstances, I can only hope that you will pardon this 

long delay in an expression of thanks which I can assure you is 

very sincerely and deeply felt.

I
I

I

I was pleased to see that you have 

recently been Spending a day or two with Mr. Rockefeller, Jr., 

Hew York. I wish I might have shared some portion of that

'‘rhvi.V--
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visit with You would, I am sure, greatly enjoy Mr, 

He is one of the best

you.

Rockefeller * s company. men I know,
and 1 have yet to find any one who knows him at all who does

not entertain the greatest admiration for him.

This is a rambling sort of letter and anything 

I trust, however, the enclosurebut ot icial in its character.

Eay serve to bring the assurance you desired with respect to 
tne removal of the forest products laboratories, 

itself some appreciation of, 

tnoughtful courtesies

and the letter 

and what 1 feel I owe to^many

on your part.

'.Vitu kindest regards,

Yours very sincerely,

: A

£ *■ /<-* ■* -

—■^Z/l—* <5- y
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OTTAWA
161A February, 1922»

My dear Prime Minister,-

I herewith return the letter
of Sir Arthur Currie, respecting the removal of the Forest 
Products Laboratories from Montreal to Ottawa, and in this 
connection would sav that these laboratories, which are 
entirely under the direction of the Forestry Branch of his 
Department were started in a building at 700 University Place, 
loaned to us by the McGill authorities. The building was 
not an ideal one for our ourpose but we were allowed to 
utilize certain equipment in other buildings belonging to 
the University and had the benefit of the University Library 
and the advice of the McGill University staff.

I am enclosing you, herewith, a 
memorandum showing the changes which have taken place in the 
staff of the Laboratories since they were started. It has 
been extremely difficult for us to hold good 
of the prosperity of the pulp and paper industry which enabled 
commerical concerns to pay much higher salaries than we could 
hope to offer. Similar laboratories organizing in other 
countries also paid higher salaries. As fast as a man proved 
his worth he wras snapped up by some other organization and so 
the Laboratories becàme more or less disorganized although 
marked improvement has been effected since Mr. Kynoch, the 
present Superintendent, took charge, as the general business 
depression*makes the Government service more attractive than 
formerly.

men on account

There were several reasons why 
the Department decided to move the Laboratories to Ottawa.

Hon. W. L. Mackenzie King, G.M.G., M.A.,LL.B.,
Prime Minister,

Ottawa*

In the -

FEB 20 M
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a; *«i^,rs^*r£*îd» sr-current; business. It is difficult to maintain a"personal 
tnU£»J'b.en tbe organizations are separated and it1 is hard 
to keep an organization intact when it is separated from 
the administrative control. ■ ‘ le“ Irom
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et.,,.* M ^ . Fifthly, The Cabinet Ministers,
senators, Members of Parliament and the officials of Govern
ment departments are vitally interested in Research and will 
aeicome an opportunity of personal contact with those engaged 
m this very important work. °

r is matte was carefully con- 
a nmved t e Departmental view.

-------  to hear any representations that
anyone representing the University may

Yours faithfully, ,
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113PULP A N i> ° A P E B MAGAZINEFebruary 16, 1922.

BBMBBBISESEEEEEEEEEEE ©m mEDITORIALm m• eisr Ea HEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEiHi«BE!IllEBEEEEEEIII
PULP 1ND PAPER AT McGILL. elusive molecules of the mysterious substances in the

lifetime that an op- waste liquors. Pages can be written simply in theIt is hardly more than once in a 
portunity like the present comes to a University for tabulation of the problems that are even now pressing
establishing a work that will have such a wide influence for solution. It is a curious fact, furthermore, that 
as would the establishment of a course in pulp and the attack on one problem is almost sure to open up 
paper making at McGill University. There is no edu- three or four more tihat depend on it and that m some 
eational institution on the continent better provided with cases must be solved before the original line of i e- 
equipment for all the work properly incident to such search can be followed to completion, 
a course, as the well-known university so ably presided Instruction in pulp and paper subjects and research 
over by the world renowned Gen. Sir. Arthur Currie, in fundamental problems to be most effective, requires 
It would be but another instance of Sir Arthur’s fore- familiarity with, or expression in terms of mill equip-

recommend and assist in the ment. The proximity of the well equipped paper mill
of semi-commercial size at the Forest Products Labo-

sight and initiative to
establishment of Canada’s first school of pulp and paper

There is no industry in Canada which ratories of Canada which are housed m McGill property,
of this furnish unsurpassed opportunities. Besides the paper

manufacture.
would profit more from a specialized course 
character and there is none better able or more in- making equipment already installed and only occasion- 
elined to give willing and helpful co-operation. ally used, there was recently built an additional build-

The present is the most opportune time that could ing designed to accomodate two digesters, one for pulp 
possibly be conceived. The announcement has just been making by acid processes, and another for alkaline 
made of the munificient bequest of Mrs. E. B. Eddy processes. Specifications were worked out for this 
in the establishment of a chair of Industrial Chemistry, equipment through the cooperation of the advisory 
with particular reference to the working out of prob- committee to the laboratories appointed to the Tech- 
lems in the pulp and paper industry. There is no name nical Section of the Pulp and Paper Association so that 
in Canadian Industry more highly respected than that the apparatus could be ordered and installed without

delay. In fact, it is understood that there has been anof the man who established and built up the great manu
facturing enterprise at Hull, a name that is known the appropriation of the Dominion Trusty Branch for this
world over as a manufacturer of pulp and paper, 
matches, lumber and numerous other articles produced 
from wood. It is natural and fitting then, that the desirability of
Mrs. E. B. Eddy chair should carry with the obligation versity and the Laboratories and now that the 
that the endowment should be devoted particularly to ment has been made of the endowement of the Mrs. 
the study of problems and giving instruction in sub- E. B. Eddy Chair, it seems that nothing should stand 

with wood and its utilization. There in the way of working out an arrangement that would

purpose.
Mention was made in these columns last week of the 

closer cooperation between the Uni-
announce-

jects connected
few chemical industries in Canada that do not in be most beneficial to all parties, 

way touch upon the chemistry of wood so that this
are
some
subject becomes very near being the keynote of indus
trial chemistry in Canada. Certainly the pulp and 

industry, apart from the source of this bequest,paper
has a proper claim to the major activities of such a 
professorship. There are 
ivity which hold greater promise of development or
which have greater need for high class research work 
than is to be found in the many problems confronting 
those interested in the products of the forest, 
problems range all the way from many puzzling points 
in the fundamental chemistry of the wood itself, 
going back to the soil and the atmosphere where the tree 
grows, and on down through the many processes of 
conversion to the properties of pulp and paper and thd

few lines of industrial act-
::

These

even
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McGILL UNIVERSITY

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY
R. K. RUTTAN, Director

4th March, 1922.MONTREAL,

Sir Arthur Currie, 
Principal,

McGill University.

Dear Sir Arthur : -

I read with a great deal of pleas
ure and satisfaction the Premier’s letter to you 
regarding the forest Products Laboratory, and tiar- 
ticularly his postscript.

The Minister of the Interior has 
evidently obtained his information from the 

Deputy, and, in reply to his arguments, I may
s uate brieily, first., that there has never been

an;y obvious disadvantage to the Department by 
having the Forest Products laboratory in Montreal. 

In the past this has been a research organization 
and has shown a high degree of efficiency, higher 
than any Department in Ottawa with the exception,

perhaps, of the Mines Branch in the Department of 
the Interior. Secondly, the buildings are unsuit
able but could be made thoroughly efficient by the 

expenditure of less money than would be required

to adapt

It
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McGILL UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

R. F1. RUTTAN, Director

Sir Arthur Currie, 2. 4-3- 22.MONTREAL.

to adapt the huge storage shed proposed for the 

use of the Laboratory in Ottawa, 

great advantage to the industry to have the For

est Products Laboratory so intimately associated 

with the Faculty of Applied Science, as it thus 

directs of students to this field of industry and 

ensures a continuous supply of well trained men. 

Suggestions regarding research and investigations 

for the Forest Products Laboratory do not come from 

the officials of the Government, but from the in

dustries and many of them from the members of the 

University staff.

It is of

. x

It would be a great pleasure to me 

to assist you in any way towards keeping the Forest 

Products Laboratory in Montreal and bringing it into 

even closer relation to the University than it is at 

the present time.

Sincerely yours,

f

EFE/JH

P.S. : - I am returning you the Premier’s letter.
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February 
Fourteen th 

1922.

Sir Lomer Gouin, 
Department of Justice, 
Ottawa. m

Dear Sir Loier:-

I am attaching herewith of a letter which I have today forwarded 
Prime 'inister.

a oopy 
to the

- oppoitanity of placinr all the facts in 
connection therewith before the Government.

I myy say that the :3oard of Governors of McGill University have lately 
-avo their approval of the establishment of 
a vhair of Industrial Chemistry. This new 
Department will be presided over by a man whose 
specialty runs to wood chemistry, and it was 
our hope to work in very close liaison with 
the Forest Products Laboratory.

Yours faithfully,
- ,
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McGILL UNIVERSITY

MONTREAL.

SECRETARY AND BURSAR’S OFFICE.

APSG:C

April
First
1922.

Dear Mr. Kynook:

I am enclosing copy of a letter which I have 

received from our Superintending Engineer, from which it will 

be seen that it is quite unsafe for anyone to occupy your 

present premises. Regardless of all legal responsibility, the 

University cannot afford to have this building occupied in its 

present structural condition.

I am instructed, therefore, to advise you that 

these premises must be vacated at the earliest possible date.

The University is extremely anxious that the 

laboratories should remain on the College grounds and as close 

to our testing laboratories as possible, 

write to the Department of Interior suggesting that some joint 

action should be taken by the Government and the University 

towards providing the necessary accommodation for your labora

tories.

The Principal will

Yours sincerely,

Secretary.
W. Kynook Esq.,
Forest Products Laboratories, 
700 University Street, 
Montreal.

Eno.

-



COPY
MoGill University

Montreal, March 29th,1922.

Mr. A. P. S. Olaasod),
Secretary and Bursar.

Dear Mr. Grlassoo;
Re Forest Products Lah'y 

I made an inapection of the above building 
yesterday and find that there has been a very considerable further 
movement of same during the winter. This movement is very noticeable 
in the bay window of the north east corner which has moved outward, 
in a settlement and side movement of the west wall. This settlement 
has caused a lot of damage to the plaster walls and ceilings and the 
basement floor has been bulged upward and cracked apparently by the 
movement of the clay forced out by the settlement of the walls.

The settlement of this building is not confined 
to any particular section, as one portion will show movement for a 
period, then stay steady for awhile while a movement develops in 
another section, and the movement is also very irregular, sometimes 
a large movement taking place in a short time and in other cases a 
very gradual settlement taking place over a fairly extended period.

In view of the fact that the building is now 
damaged very extensively, and that further damage is almost certain 
to follow, and that the rate of this damage cannot be foreseen there



-2-

being the possibility of movement occurring quite rapidly under 
proper conditions, I would advise that the building be vacated. ano 
the contents removed at the earliest possiole date, as no chances 
whatever should be taken by the University of having any accident
occur.

In the event of a continued settlement of the north east 
wall is out up by the bay window, it will probably 
demolish the building, as this portion of the wall

corner where the
be necessary to

danger of collapsing, and it would not be advisable to
for repairs which while costly would only be of a

will be in
go to any expense
temporary nature.

Yours truly,
(signed) WM. D. lawrence,

Supt. Engineer.

\
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GARDENVALE, Que. March 17th 1922.

Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal McGill University, 
Montreal.

Dear Sir,

piishment o± something further along- this line, 
vite to an informal luncheon 
lowing oersons:

tn

accom-
It occurs to us to in- 

or dinner at the University Club, the fol-

îTi ni c + û Yourself, Mr. E.,7. Beatty and Dr. But tan from ucGill, Mr. Stewart 
°! lienor, Mr. Cory, Deputy Minister, Mr. R.H. Campbell, 

t . , r ? u ':e - ore £. try Branch, Mr. Kynoeh, Superintendent Forest Products
uaDoratones, k . Cameron, in charge of the Pulp and Paper Division.
too *'lC~e » President and Mr. Beck, secretary, Canadian Pulp and Paper
Association,, ur. Bryant, Chairman of the Technical Section and former head 
oi the Puxp and Paper Divisionat the F.P.L. together with the acting head 

a the council for Scientific and Industrial Re search^ T/h.

H there are others whom you think have a very deep interest in 
^he matter, we should appreciate having you suggest their names. In order 

0 iTve„a tentative date in mind we would suggest either dinner or luncheon 
on the 51st of March. I am sure that Mr. Cameron would be glad to have the 
piper machine running on that day as an interesting demonstration and a 
visit to the laboratories might be made either following luncheon 
ceedmg dinner. ' , , or pre-

Sincerely Yours,

JUS /BG Editor Pulp & Paper Magazine.
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Max <$h

Twenty-first 
1932.

J. 17, Stephenson, Esq 
Sardenvale, Que.

• »

Boar Mr». Stephenson : -

I have your letter of March 
17 th In which you suggest that at an info mal 
luncheon or dinner at the University Hub the matter 
of the closer co-operation between the Forest 
Products Laboratories and McGill might be discussed

It certainly would be interesting to 
meet for such a purpose those whose names you have 
mentioned in your letter. In addition I might edgiest 
Dr. ‘.dame, the Bean of the Faculty of Applied Science, 
who, I believe, may taka the Chairmanship of the 
'.©search Council at Ottawa, and Pro feu so r P. :5. Lloyd, 
Professor of Botany here. Professor Lloyd is keenly 
interested in wood products. Regarding the date 
suggested, that would be convenient for me, but I find 
that Mr. Beatty, whom I would like very much to be 
present, is away in Chicago and may not return for 
another ten days.

. i

V

/

m

Let me conclude by thanking you most 
sincerely for the ©ditoriàl which you have written 
and which appeared in the Pulp & Paper Magazine.

n. \

Tours faithfully,
'

/

/
f

rinoipal.
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February
Twenty-fifth

1922.

i»

J.n.ptephenSOn.Esq.,
Editor, Pulp le Paper Uagazine, 
Gardenvale, iue.

Dear Sir:-
* I bea to aokrtO?;ledge receipt 

of your letter of February 16th enclosing a 
copy of the Pulp ard Paper Magazine, which 
has just arrived.

I have read the article you 
mention with interest. I have already taken 
the matter of the Forest Products Laboratories 
up with the Government and hope to have action 

• deferred until I h> ve an opportunity of pre-
I shallsentirg the case for the University.

>e very glad to have your co-operation.
Thanking you for your courtesy 

in sending me the copy of the Magasine, I am.
■

Ever yours faithfully,

- V

I
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donald Agricultural College. The rail
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Annes, but the post office is Garden

vale, P.Q.

1

GARDENVALE, Qut.1 ifeh 16tn ±y£2.

Sir Arthur Currie, 

..ctriil university,

Montreal.

Dear Sir,
V'

±n the other pari of this envelope, you

will rind. a copy of ohe Eulp and. laper Magazine ana 

I thime you will he interested, in the article on
■

v

page yi?.

Sincerely lours,
i

f h. :s

cJl-iS /Jjtr KDirUK lull & lAiihK uiAùAZ: inE.
I
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MCGILL university
FACULTY OF APPLIED SCIENCE

Brail'» (Offirp;

FRANK D. ADAMS.. Rm.D.. D.SC., F.R.S.—Dean.
Montreal Fehy . 24th . 192 2 .

m

Sir Arthur Currie, G.C.M.G., K.C.B., 
Principal,

McGill University.
LL.T). ,

Dear Sir Arthur,

Dr. Adams vtas obliged to leave for Ottavia 

afternoon, but before leaving he requested me to send 

of an Editorial vihich 

February 16th. 1922, vtith reference 

in Industrial Chemistry « I,therefore,beg to 

copy of the article in question.

y es ter clay

you a copy

appears in the Pulp & Paper Magazine for

to the establishment of the Chair 

enclose herewith the

1 remain,

Yours very truly.

J ■ TleWotu

F
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McGILL UNIVERSITY
FACULTY OF APPLIED SCIENCE

e.

BraiVa OOtfire:
Feby.22na.1922.MontrealFRANK D. ADAMS.. Ph.D., D.SC., F.R.S.—Dean.

LI.D.,K.G.B.,Sir Arthur Currie, Gr.O.M.G.,
Principal,

McGill University.

Dear Sir Arthur,
I hear that within the last two or three days a

representative of the Department of the Interior hao been in 

Montreal asking for tenders for the removal of the machinery,
They are evidently

etc. ,

of the Forest Products Laboratory to Ottawa.

in the matter of the removal of this Laboratory inproceeding to move 
suite of the assurance which was given to you that hot Ling wo uld be

done until you had an opportunity of discussing the matte/ ful.LV

with the Government authorities.
I understand that the man who is selected to be 

Minister of the Interior, under whose jurisdiction the Forest rrooucts

When Mr.

election after his appointment as Minister of

is Mr. Stewart from Alberta.Laboratories would come,

Stewart went back for 
the Interior he lost his seat,and the Government are now endeavoring 

t another seat for him. In this way the Department is left

regular Minister and apparently taking advantage of this 

fact the Deputy Minister (or others) is endeavoring to railroad the 

matter through and have the Laboratory removed before a permanent

E

to geI
;1 without a

:

Minister is appointed.

I am obliged to leave for Ottawa to-morrow afternoon 

to attend a meeting of the Research Council which will be held in 

Ottawa to-morrow evening and Friday, and I am, therefore, writing 

this to you so that you may have immediate knowledge of what is 

transpiring and then be in a position to take the necessary steps

' ...



■

~2~

to prevent the transfer of the Forest Products Laboratory to Ottawa 
being made at the present tine.

It is very inport ant in connection with the 

Chair in Industrial Chemistry that we should have this laboratory 

remain where it is, and I an sure that the pulp and paper interests

next

■would hack up any action to keep the laboratories in Montreal, seeing

that when it once becomes part of the Civil Servicethey can no
longer take an efficient interest in the movement as they otherwise 

might be able to do if it remained in Montreal.

I remain,

r-

Yours very sincerely.

!

1msi
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mm:'££ ! /////Yf/ Fflbruarv 16 th. 1922. -V^ZPERSONAL. ,y-

lly dear Sir Arthur,

I have your letter of the 14th 

instant, with accompanying copy of one you 

have addressed to the Prime Minister, on 

the subject of the Forest Products Laboratory.

I am writing to the Honourable Hr. 

King today, asking that nothing be done in 

the matter until you have had an opportunity 

to see him.

I

5

vil
:.5: ■ Yours sincerely,gh

m r-p.General, Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal, McGill University, 

Montreal, Que.

::S
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February
Sixteenth
1922. .

V: :■

Hon. .1. Mackenzie Zing, 
Prime Minister,
Ottawa.

Sir; -

as d. sired by the rincipal, I 
*"n e^eloeing herewith copies of correspondence 
vith the "t. Eon. Sir George S. Foster, 
reference to the 'Greet Products Lai oratories; ; 

also copy of a memorandum on the ’Possibilities

with

_i uo-operalion bet een The Forest Products 
LfJ oratories and TicGill *>iv oral ty.

Tours ''it; ;:.'llj.
■

Principal*s Secretary.

i

I

■ i'4
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GARDENVALE, Que. March 23rd 19 22.

’MS Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal, McGill University, 
Montreal.II

mm
Dear Sir Arthur,

With your letter of March 21st in hand, 
1 am very pleased indeed at the cordial reception you have 
given to our suggestion for an informal luncheon.

Ill It would be a pleasure to add the names
of Dr. Adams and Prof. Lloyd.

If you will be gpod enough to arrange with 
Mr. Beatty a time which would be mutually convenient, I should 
be glad to proceed with arrangementb as soon as I hear from 
you. I shall be in hew York the week of April 10th however, 
and would appreciate having you keep that in mind.

§: ■

m
I u111 Sincerely Yours,

in
JUS/BG Editor rulp & Paper Magazine.

m
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February
Fourteenth
1922.

Hon. ,L. Mackenzie King, 
Prime Inistor,
Ottawa.

■

>;-;r Hr. Prime 'inister:-
It has come to my ears

today that the Department of the Interior, or 
so:no other Department of the Government, is 
calling for tenders for the removal of the Forest 
Products Laboratory from Montreal to Ottawa.

This Laboratory is now housed in 
a building -belonging to McGill and 
Departments and the Forest Products Department 
are working in close harmony. The idea of moving 
it to Ottawa came up in the days of the old 
Government and I had from them an assuran -e that 
•'-o action would be taken until the Government had 
given ?r. Beatty myself an opportunity of 
discussing the whole matter with than.

I am attaching herewith a copy of 
a letter I wrote you on December 8th» Later in 
the week I shall e^d you copies of all the corres
pondence which hits been exchanged between the 
University and the* Government regarding this matter.

X

I should like very much to h? ve from 
your Government the same assurance as had from 
the old Government, namely, that no action would be 
taken until Mr. Beatty and myself had on opportunity 
of discussing this-matter further ith the Government

■

our oientifio

\

11

■::

8

Yours faithfully. a8
I

Principal.

ss ■ss'
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December
Eighth
1921.

■ iI

0

Hon. ,7.1. Mackenzie Xing, 
House of Commons,
OTTA ÏA.

Dea$r Mr. Xing:-
?or the past eight months there 

have been certain reports of contemplated action 
on the part of the Government re the Forest 
Products Laboratories, now located on University 
Street here.

These Laboratories are situated 
in a building owned by MoSlll a^d we allow them 
to upe certain of our machines and apparatus in 
the Tcience Buildings. The reports above referred 

, to indicated that there was a movement on foot 
in Ottawa to move the Laboratories there, and I 
had £n assurance from Gir James Lougheed that 
no action would be taken until he had given Mr. 
Beatty and myself an opportunity to place all 
the facts before him.

■

F

>
I do not suppose the Government 

will take any definite action on that matter now, 
and I hope that nothing will be done until the 
new Government has time to consider the matter 

all its aspects.

V';
f

\

Yours faithfully,

/ Principal.i! .1

I

■
-'F :
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November
Second1921.

i

/

;

Sir Janes Longhead, 
Minister of 'Vcerior, 
Ottawa.

■
D ■-T Sir Jem as : -

\

’ ’on tisse to tine one has heard 
mnors that the Porest Products Laboratories, 
ncf }fcateâ ''.building adjacent to this Uni
vers! -.y, were cf out to he removed to Ottawa.

I have had certain correspondence 
-rp ;ir George ?o ter or this subject and I do 

no g propose to advance for your consideration any 
argaiencs why >;e cons id or the Laboratories can 
r»asw servo the purpose for which they ere created 
by remaining where they are no, sitrated. This 
letter is merely a re uest to you that before 
oinal instructions are issued to transfer the 
L-horatories you- give Mr. B. 7. Beatty, the

elf at.unity of waiting upon you for the purpose of dis
cussing the matter in all its aspects.

■!

Believe me, dear Sir James,I
'fiver yours faithfully,

Principal.

1
:

1.

■



Ottawa, Ontario, 
November 9th, 1921.

My dear Sir Arthur -

I have your letter of the 2nd 
instant regarding the removal of the Forest 
Products Laboratories.

No definite decision has been 
given on the subject as yet. The suggestion 
has oeen made that, with a view to centralizing 
Denartmental administration, it would be advis
able to have the Laboratories in Ottawa. I do 
not anticipate any immediate attention being 
given to the subject, 
most pleased indeed to discuss the matter with 
Mr. Beatty and yourself before anything is done.

I, however, shall be

: :
Believe me,

Yours faithfully,
I
■

Major General Sir Arthur W. Currie, G.C.M.G
K.C.B

Principal, McGill University, 
Montreal,

Quebec.

• »
Ll.B • »• *
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14th November, 1921.MONTREAL,

McGILL UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

P

R. F. RUTTAN, Dibkctob

Sir Arthur Currie, 
Principal,

McGill University.

Dear Sir Arthur:-

Por your information I am enclosing 

you copy of a letter from the new secretary 

of the Canadian Pulp and Paper Association.

Mr. Dawe resigned before the last meet-

He was specially inter

ested in the Forest Products Laboratories, 

do not know this Mr. Beck who is now secretary.

ing of the Executive.

I

Sincerely yours,

Enclo. 
Letter. /

BFH/JH

________
A

Mrs1

r



•COPY

CANADIAN PULP AND PAPEE ASSOCIATION

Drummond Building,
Montreal, November 11th, 1921.

Br. E. if. But tan,
Director Dept, of Chemistry, 
McGill University,
Montreal, Quebe c.
Dear Dr. Buttan,

The subject of your letter of 
November 8th. was brought before our Executive at 
their meeting on Wednesday and was given due consid
eration but no action was taken thereon, 
census of opinion seemed to be that the ultimate 
fate of the Forest Products Laboratory is bound up 
with the plan to establish a central Industrial Besearch institute and that since our organization 
has definitely pledged support to the latter pro
posal it might not be advisable for it to take 
sides on the question of the removal of the labor
atory to Ottawa. 
tirely in sympathy in with your views as to the de
sirability of making the laboratory more effective 
and since you believe that that can only be accom
plished by keeping it in Montreal they are, I be
lieve, to that extent in smypathy with you. 
ever, they did not authorize any action, favorable 
or otherwise.

The con-

The members, of course, are en-

How-

Yours very truly,
CANADIAN PULP AND PAPEE ASSOCIATION.

(Sgd.) Edward Beck
Secretary.

EB-M
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MINISTER’S OFFICE OTTAWA

June 20th,19?l.
CANADA

Sir Arthur Currie, 
President,
McGill University, 
Montreal, Çue,

Dear Sir Arthur:-

I have yours of the XSth witn reference 

to co-operation between the Forest Products Laboratories 

of Canada and McGill University.

m
■

1 do not think any steps will be taken 

of an authoritative kind until the autumn and we shall have 

time to deal with this thereafter.

Yours very truly,

few 7
m
S':
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June
Hi ditoenth 1921.

m

Ht. Hon. '"Ir George 1. wester, G. 3. 
of Trade 1 Commerce,

CTÏA./A.
r.C • *• »

■ i /• f>' or re ' Po be r *. -
taohing herewith a

memorandum on the uossibilities of oo-opor tion 
between the Forest Products Laboratories of Canada 
and MoGill University,

I would like to add that" only the 
other day we arra^'*ed for the a root ion of an 
addition to our Old Medical building, which addition 
shall house the Botanical Department, well as

;ve have also lot the contractother departments, 
for the building of Greenhouses,^and altogether 
have added vary much to the facilities at the dis
posai • of the Department of botany, 1 o* tiers this 
fact to assure you thr t we shall shortly .:e in a 
position to co-operate more effectively with the 
Porest froduets Tieborntortes in giving special 
instruction in matters relating to oervain economic 

problems, ns for example the problem of paper pulp' 
disease.

I hope that the Government will not 
give instructions to move the "orest Products 
Laboratories to Ottawa. I ara leaving for_ Sngiant. 
next Tuesday and shall not return until the first 
week in September. I should like the necisic to^ 
be postponed until after that date in order that I 
may have further oppo ~tuni ; y of outlining to you 
the manner in which the University arid the Forest 
Products Laboratories may co-operate in solving some 
of our economic problems.

Tours faithfully.

#■

*

\
■

♦
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June
Twentieth

1931.

Ht. Bon» ir George Hester, G.C.It.G., E-.C 
- Deportment of 'Trade & Commerce),Equgô of Commons,
OTTAWA.

3 ,

D ar Eir:-
In a letter dated June 18th written 

"by Sir Arthur Currie he me-tiens that he is 
attaching a lezno random on^ïhe Possibilities of 
Co-operation "between The Forest Products laboratories 
and McGill University”

This memorandum I omitted to attach 
and am now enclosing same herewith.

Tours very truly,

■

Principal’s Secretary.
■

■
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t

MINISTER’S OFFICE

0.
OTTAWA

June 2nd, 1921.

Yours very truly,

C
l< i yzy

Dear Sir Arthur

I have to thank you for your letter 

of the 1st, with respect to the Forests Products 

Laboratories,

I will give my attention to this 

matter as soon as we have gotten through with the 

business of the House.

Sir Arthur Currie, 
McGill University, 
Montreal, Que.

I

■

m:.................. '...................................................................
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ïours faithfully,

V ■mm

mà

>!b

June
Tiret
1931. /

lion» rir feorge Poster,6.0.K.Q. ~ n“pister of Trade and Commerce, #£#G
wl J A.ï iLo

• »

Dear Sir 3eorge 'oster:-

letter + u , ^r° ^ttan has shewn
x u v6ï •'■ri vton to hlm hy you with rp^ ws 4-^ 4-v~noHet up

the senate with -efLenlh’îh? ,îher t6e aotlon «f

ïîü «-’Vi» :rs?îi r.riavaHH?• ^ fS£!3eFaF^°”e““71 should tS^Pu !iT“rr‘lls t0 «saareh prevails,
for ?l;Liinkvit; hasJ,bee- ;ûnnd to he a rood thifip-S k “îa to ^fr the yoroet =ro4uets ^toratfrles

ï frequently the Prof esc,ora of ourli're "to irA^2?aenittie 0ri the other hand, .ve at MoGill 
of îJ rS"1 in ?lcse touoh ith the research workin aome LtaU dlgre.r6 ' ° *>rt that vi0 ure helPln«

el-Iime a

rsrxts.'ssxræ.
!

It’ kindert regards, I am,

1»®ns -
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Ottawa, 28th May, 1921.

Sir Arthur Currie,
Principal, McCi11 University, 

Montreal, P.Q.,

My dear Sir Arthur

For your information, I am enclosing 
a letter which I have just received from Sir George 
Poster, giving us the unpleasant news that the 
Department of Forestry purposes transferring the 
Forest Products laboratory to Ottawa. This is the 
first I have heard of this. I am enclosing, also, 
my reply to Sir George.

I am,

-i

Very sincerely yoursf

r '

Administrative Chairman.

<g
RFR/EMcC



"C o p r»
Dept.of Trade & Commerce.

Minister’s Office. Ottawa.

May 25th, 1921.

Dr. H. F, Eat tan, 
He search Coancil, 
Ottawa, Ont.

Dear Dr. Huttan,-

I enclose a letter from Mr. J.ti.Hunter
I would like to have your 

views in respect to this matter, particularly as to what
which will explain itself.

co-operation could be had between tne laboratories 
referred to and the He search Institute.

As it seems tney are to be removed from 
tne Mc 1I111 university Building, and established in Ottawa, 
tne question arises on two points, first, as to whether 
any or all of the work done at present by these labor
atories is necessary to the departmental work, and 
secondly as to whether the whole or main part of the 
work could oe better done in connection with the 
He search Institute.

Yours very truly, 
(•igd.) (ièorge is. Foster.



"COPY"

Office of the Deputy Miniater 
Ottawa.

Department of Public works.

May 12th, 1?21.

Dear dir Deorge:-

i'here has been correspondence between the Department of Interior and this Department on the 
subject of transfer of the Forest Products Laboratories 
from.two of the Mcfiili University Buildings, Montreal to 
a suicable building in Ottawa, fhe removal of the special 
and expensive machinery connected with the research Branch 
reierred to is a matter of such importance tnat before 
taxing any deiinite action in this matter, this Department 
.3*r?3 t0 ascertain whether the Forest Products Research 

will m any way co-operate or oe connected with a Research 
Branch that it is understood is about to be 
under the Department of frade and Commerce. established

.

■

Yours very truly,
SiSi

(dgd.) J. ti. Hunter,

Deputy Minister.
;i

I
g

Right Hon. dir Ceo. R. Foster, U.u.M.C. , 
Minister of frade and Commerce,
Ottawa, Ont.

I
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